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CHAPI'ER I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This study was undertaken for t he purpose of analyzing data 
gathered by means of a questionnaire which was designed to obtain in-
formation evaluating t he Certifi cate of Advanced Graduate Specializa -
tion program at Boston University. 
Investigation of t he Sixth Year Program in Education.--Tne Sixth 
Year Program in Education is a program beyond t he Master's but not neces-
sarily leading to t he Doctor's degree. At Boston University, t his un-
dertaking is known as the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Special ization, 
(C.A.G.s.). This certificate is awarded at the completion of a program 
in which t he candidate has secured greater specialization in a field in 
which he has previously attained t he required hours of preparation, and 
has completed experience which the advisor considers to be valuable to 
t he objective of the program. 
Requirements for the certificate include, first, acceptance by t he 
faculty committee. This is based on an acceptable Master's Degree or its 
equivalent, an apparent ability to succeed in advanced work, and 18 hours 
of graduate work related to t he field of specialization. An applicant 
must also have at least one year of satisfactory experience in education 
approved by t he advisor as valuable to t he present field of specialization. 
The areas of speciali zation are the same as those l i sted for doctorate 
study plus possibility of specialization in mus i c education. 
-1-
2 
An applicant must satisfy the C.A.G.S. Committee that he possesses 
necessary personality traits and aptitudes, along with recommendations 
concerning his academic and professional competence. It is also sug-
gested that a preliminary conf'erence be arranged -vrith a faculty member 
teaching in the applicant 1 s field of specialization, -vrho -vrould be willing 
to serve as temporary advisor. 
Requirements for granting the cert ificate include a minirrrwm of 30 
completed semester hours of work, (advisor approved), grades of no less 
than B-, and satisfactory completion of an examination in the field of 
specialization. Credits obtained during a C.A.G.s. program may be trans-
!/ 
ferred to a Doctorate program. 
To consider the program in general, there have been t-vro recent 
?j 
studies vThich may be considered as pertinent. John Goodman in 1953 
1.rrote an article entitled "Summary of a Study of Professional Education 
in Selected Universities Beyond the Master's Degree and Not Leading to 
the Doctorate Degree." Questionnaires -vrere sent to 61 universities. Of 
the 55 responding to the questionnaire, 20 reported having some type of 
this program. Of the 35 not carrying such a program, 13 were consider-
ing instituting one in the near future, and 4 were undecided. 
In general, students in this program pursued a course of study guided 
by a faculty advisor. Courses were usually designated by a name referring 
to the type of academic recogni tion awarded at the completion of the pro-
gram. The most common names used to designate these courses of study 
!/Boston University School of Education Bulletin, 332 Bay State Road, 
Boston 15, Massachusetts, 1957 - 1958 . pp . 62 - 63. 
2/John 0. Goodman, "Summary of a Study of Professional Education in Selected · 
Universities Beyond the Master's Degree and Not Leading to the Doctor's 
Degree, 11 Education (June, 1953), 73:645. 
3 
were: 
Program for Specialist Certification in • 
(30% of the schools). ----------
Master's of Education Degree Program. (25% of the schools). 
Advanced Master of Education Program. (10% of the schools). 
Pre-entrance requirements varied as to examination, professional 
educational experience, scholarship, etc., but most required a Master's 
Degree. 
Fourteen of the universities awarded some kind of academic recog-
nition at the end of the program. The requirements to be satisfied in 
order to receive this recognition were mainly those of semester hours, 
which ranged from 24 - 36 hours. (Mean -- 30). As to required courses, 
the most usual practice was for the student and an advisor or cow~ittee 
of advisors to plan a program suitable to the student's objectives and 
needs. Frequently there was a group of courses from which selection had 
to be made to satisfy the requirements in a chosen specialty, but not a 
list of required courses. Only half of the universities specified a 
paper, project or summary activity as a culmination of the Sixth Year 
objective. These varied from written and/or oral exams, to theses, to a y 
project only. 
Thirteen of the responding universities allowed the credits acquired 
under this program to be transferred to a Doctorate Degree. From the 
~I 
schools questioned, about 390 persons had completed the program. Goodman 
states, however, that three institutions gave no response, and others 
!/Goodman, ibid., p. 646. 
}/Goodman, ibid., p.650. 
~/Goodman, ibid., p.649 . 
4 
reported in round numbers . 
1:.1 
In 1955, Maynard Bemis did a study on "Status of the Sixth Year 
Program in Professional Education." This survey of 120 institutions 
listed in the educational directory, Higher Education, identified 40 
such programs. Tr,;enty-t>-ro others i-Tere actively planning one, and eleven 
-vrere giving it some consideration, Vli th few exceptions, the Sixth Year 
Program was a product of the last decade. According to respondents of y 
Bemis' study, 30 of the programs, or 75 per cent, had been organized 
3} 
since 1950. Goodman 1 s 1953 study of 20 programs shm>ed the oldest to 
have originated in 1935, but the majority to have developed \vi thin the 
last five years. 
Of the 120 institutions questioned in Bemis' study, 114 or 95 per 
cent of the schools contacted, replied. Among these, he found a gene~al 
lack of agreement on titles and degree status. Tvffinty different titles 
for the Sixth Year Program vrere identif ied. Eleven reported some vari-
ation of 11Specialist in Education, 11 eight reported 11Certificate" or 
"Diploma of Advanced Graduate Study. 11 Other schools gave variation of 
"Professional Diploma." "Advanced Master's of Education," and other titles. 
In only 14 of the 120 institutions was the Sixth Year provision a degree y 
program. 
Concerning degree versus certificate requirements, as one would ex-
pect, requirements for the former were more severe, but the differences 
5../ 
were not as marked as might be expected. Bemis points out ho>-r 
!/Maynard Bemis, "Status of the Sixth-Year Program in Professional Edu-
cation," College and University (Winter 1956), 31:213. 
?)Loc. cit. 3./Goodman, op. cit., p.645. ~/Bemis,op.cit.,p.2l4 • 
.2_/Bemis, ibid., p.2l7 . 
11 as a result of this diversity of practice, a student 
might follow a very rigorous program and earn a degree, or 
he might receive only a certificate. On the other hand, he 
might pursue a program marked by fevl, if any, of the usual 
academic hurdles and again be awarded with either a certifi-
cate or a degree, depending on the requirements of the school 
of his choice. 11 y 
Bemis found some uniformity as to the purpose of the programs. 
5 
Thirty-four of the institutions reported that the program was designed to 
be a terminal experience. Many of these answers, however, were qualified 
by statements indicating that a major part of the v1ork could be applied 
to the doctorate. 
There was also a degree of uniformity on mechanics, such as in the 
filing of formal programs, an~ in the number of semester hours required 
for completion of the program. (Although the range was from 2~- - 36 hours, 
2/ 
70 per cent of the institutions reported requirernents of 30 semester hours.)-
Most of the schools also required a tenative outline of proposed studies 
to be approved by the advisor. Three-fifths of the institutions set up 
required course work in which required courses generally ranged from 25 -
75 per cent of the total program. As a culrninating activity, some type 
of practical research or final examination 'i·Tas general. Theses or written 
reports lvere also frequent requirements. Almost two-fifths of the schools, 
however, required neither VTritten nor oral exams, yet four of them offered 
3.1 
the program as a degree program. 
4/ 
"In general," Bemis- claims, "both administrative officers 
in charge of professional education and those responsible for 
the college or university graduate program were in sympathy with 
the purpose of the sixth year venture. Comments showed, however 
1/Bemis, ibid., p.215. 
}/Bemis, ibid., p.216. 
?}Loc. cit • 
.VBemis, ibid., p.217. 
that the latter group was more conservative in its judgement 
and less inclined to favor degree progra:ms: •••• "It is un-
fortunate;' he continued, "that there is not more agreement in 
terms of basic structure. 11 
6 
By t h is he does not mean strict conformity, but rather adaptation of the 
present programs for general and easy recognition. For example, some 
agreement on the title of the program should be achieved, as '\·Tell as y 
whether or not it is recognized as a degree program. 
Several states have already incorporated the Sixth Year Program in 
their certification standards, and it is also showing progress tmrards 
inclusion in salary schedules. Despite various l¥eaknesses, its grm¥th 
since 1950 seems to indicate general success and acceptance. 
The \ITiters of this thesis attempted to determine the number of col-
leges and universities in the United States offering t he Sixth Year Program. 
As far as they were able to ascertain, those listed below are the ones 
vlhich provide such a plan. 
University of Alabama 
Arizona State College (Flagstaff) 
Arizona State College (Tempe) 
University of Arkansas 
Baylor 
Boston College 
Boston University 
Butler University 
Colorado State College of Education 
University of Colorado 
Columbia University 
University of Connecticut 
University of Denver 
DePaul University 
Drake University 
Florida State 
University of Florida 
Gallaudet College 
George Peabody College for Teachers 
George Washington University 
Harvard Graduate School of Education 
1/Bemis, ibid., p.219. 
University of Kansas 
Miami University 
University of Miami 
University of Minnesota 
University of Mississippi 
New· York University 
Rutgers 
Stanford University 
University of Southern California 
Southern Illinois University 
Syracus University 
University of Tulsa 
Western State College 
Wesslayan 
West Virginia University 
University of Wyoming 
7 
The follovring list contains those colleges and universities which 
Bemis included in his list of those carrying a Sixth Year Program, but 
which these authors were unable to verify. 
Northwestern University 
South i>lest Texas State Teacher 1 s College 
State University of Iowa 
University of Buffalo 
University of Georgia 
University of Houston 
University of Illinois 
University of Maine 
University of Texas 
University of Virginia 
The questionnaire.--The history of the questionnaire has been one 
marked by controversy. The tendency has been, and still is today, to 
either reject the questionnaire as being a non-valid tachnique of gather-
ing data, or to view the tool as being completely 1mrthy of scientific 
consideration and to recognize the information collected as conclusive. 
8 
Neither of these courses meet the standards of true scientific methods 
and it would be >vell to examine both recent experiments and those done 
in the past in order to form a better judgment of the value of the 
~uestionnaire as a tool for scientific investigation. 
G. Stanley Hall was the first to develop this techni~ue of gather-
ing data. The application of this method to the study of educational y 
problems Koos informs us, doubtless antedated the first issue of t he 
Pedagogical Seminary in 1891 although no literature publicized the fact. 
As often happens vrhen some new techni~ue is placed at the disposal of 
those working in a particular field there was an indiscriminate and over 
2/ 
use of the ~uestionnaire. lihitney, in his article, states that he con-
sidered the ~uestionnaire to be "only a scheme for promoting confo:rmity 
3/ 
and that all data is vrorthless misinformation." Butterfield- more 
vehemently >vrote that t he ~uestionnaire vras only a means to ~ . graduate 
degree: 11no-·degree without a dissertation, no dissertation without a 
~uestionnaire. 11 All that was necessary Hith ~uestionnaires vras to gather 
the m in suffic;Lent number, count and vreigh them, apply f o'r mulae and pure 
truth vras the result." Although the opinion of ~uality was negative there 
was no lack of ~uantity even in experiments 0ther than those done by 
graduate students. In an analysis of 581 investigations published in the y - . 
Koos found 143, or almost a fourth of all to have had nineteen-twenties, 
!/Leonard V. Koos, "The Specific Techni~ues of Investigation: Obf:!ervation, 
Questionnaire, and Rating," The National Society for the Study of Education, 
1938, Part II, Illinois, pp .375-390. 
gjE.P. Whitney,"Questionnaire Craze," Educational Review (Octooer,l924 ), pp .l40- 43. 
3/E.W. Butterfield, ''The Plenary Inspciration of the Dotted Line, 11 Edu-
cational Revievr (January, 1925) , 69 :1-4. 
~/Koos, op. cit., p . 381 . 
9 
questionnaires as the dominant source of data used. At this period in 
the history of the questionnaire, writings indicate that there -.;vas much 
use of the technique combined vTith destructive criticism of that usage 
and fevr suggestions for improvement. 
During the next phase of history we find a more effective treatment 
of the questionnaire both in regards to usage and criticism. Studies at 
that time showed that the questionnaire was more often restricted to 
!I 
certain fields of education. Koos indicates that the two areas >·lith 
the largest proportionate use vrere administration and curriculum. Men-
tion should also be made of the frequent use of the questionnaire as a 
component of that composite procedure, the educational survey. Specific 
?:.1 
evidence about this area has been supplied by Eells, in his analysis of 
procedures used in a large nunilier of surveys made by higher institutions. 
He found that forty-two per cent of these surveys had used the question-
naire as the prime method of gathering data. At that time the question-
naire was exceeded by only two other techniques, namely, personal visita-
tion (69 per cent) and analysis of existing data (63 per cent). 
Negative criticisms still made their appearance in print in great 
number (it is >-lise to remember that there is greater motivation to speak 
or write against any nevr issue that is not completely established but 
is definitely taking hold). 
3/ 
\'le find such statements as John Girdler' s-; 
1/Loc. cit. 
2/Walter Crosby Eells, "Survey of American Higher Education," Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, (1937), New York, pp.53l-538. 
3/John Girdler, "The Iniquitous Questionnaire," The School Executive 
TMarch, 1936), 55: 256-260. 
-
10 
"the questionnaire is neither scientific nor is it research," appearing 
in various articles. Fortunately, these criticisms had more constructive 
elements. The major problems concerning the critics in the nineteen-
thirties were questions of validity and reliability, and i-Te find many 
articles written about these two aspects of the questionnaire . 
1.1 
A study done by Seham showed that 96 per cent of a total number 
of questionnaires analyzed gave a similarity score of between 90 and 100 
per cent thus indicating high reliability. It was proved, in the opinion 
of the author, that questionnaires under ideal conditions could have a 
high degree of reliability. This same study demonstrated that the ques-
tionnaires used , yielded a marked contrast between the experimental and 
control group, and the variability in the experimental group was low. 
g) 
Hence, according to Seham, these questionnaires were also valid. 
Under less ideal condit i ons of construction, we find the picture }/ 
somev1ha t different. Smith conducted t wo investigations \vhich uncovered 
the fact that many of the assumptions of the scientists who used the 
}!) 
questionnaires were untrue . For example, Smith states, the fact that 
the reliability of the data that i s established is also an i ndex to the 
degree of validity is not warranted. In order to determine the validity 
of a questionnaire it is necessary to find the relationship betvreen the 
1_/M. Seham, "The Reliability and Validity of the Questionnaire Method," 
American Psychological Education Association Research Quarterly (May,l934 ), 
5:31-43. 
g/Seham, ibid., p. 36. 
}/Francis L. Smith, "The Direct Validation of Questionnaire Data," Edu-
cational Administration and Supervision (November, 1935), 21: 561-75. 
~/Smith, ibid. , p. 561. 
ll 
responses of subjects (respondents) and the criteria, the validity of 
1/ 
which can not be questioned. Following this principle, Smith- drew 
the follovring conclusions about the validity of the questionnaire :r,re-r.: se: 
l. The individual response, taken by itself is of question-
able value. Individuals differ in their ability to fur-
nish valid data. 
2. If rigorous standards are demanded very few individuals 
can furnish valid data. 
3. Validity is increased by increasing the size of the group 
and merging their responses into a composite. It could 
probably be increased still higher by including only ex-
perts in the composite. 
4 . In no case studied does the validity of questionnaire 
data seem to meet the rigorous demands made by more 
precise sciences than those which depend, in part, upon 
the questionnaire for the collection of their data. 
5. The validity of the response involving judgment and oplnlon 
usually seems to be lovrer than the responses to requests 
for factual data, depending upon the degree of difficulty 
of the judgments or opinions called for. 
6. Requests for factual data involving personal accomplish-
ments seem to evoke responses lvhich are some1.;hat colored 
by a constant error of overstatement. 
?./ 
Smith, in another article, offers some constructive suggestions as 
to hovr to increase the validity of a questionnaire, that is, by ascer-
taining the extent to 'ilhich there is agreement of individual lvith in-
dividual, and also agreement of group with group. Both are accepted as 
evidences of validity though do not constitute complete proof . 
Other problems of validity pertaining to the questionnaire in edu-
cational research, especially in attitude studies, were also discussed by 
.;Qsmith, ibid., p.574. 
~/Francis L. Smith, ~ectivity as a Criterion for Estimating the Validity 
of Questionnaire Data," The Journal of Educational Psychology (October,l935 ), 
26: 481-4·96. 
12 
1.1 
such vrriters as Carey. In his study he found that there was little 
difference between responses to signed and unsigned questionnaires. 
Previously, he stated, the concern of investigators over the invalidating 
effects of a signature may have been exaggerated. Elements to be taken 
into consideration in judging signed versus unsigned questionnaires, 
according to this writer, are the nature of the attitudes being inves-
tigated, that is, the degree of ego-involvement of the respondents with 
the topics in question, and the subjects' reactions to the persons ad-
minstering or scoring the questionnaires, that is, the amount of ego-in-
volvement with the authorities. Even more difficult .to ascertain, but 
an important factor influencing the effect of a signature upon the validity 
of a questionnaire is the personality of the subject and its relative in-
hibitory effect upon the honesty and frankness in questionnaire response. 
Another major problem in the validity of the questionnaire is the 
problem of sufficient returns. Many studies done using the questionnaire 
method as a tool, based their conclusions on data derived from an analy-
sis of as lov1 as 39 per cent of the total questionnaires sent. The in-
sufficient evidence upon which to base conclusions has led to another 
challenge of the questionnaire method. There is much dispute about the 
acceptable range in per cents of return. 
gj The best procedure, according 
to Toops, is to determine the per cent of return of questionnaires needed 
to make one's study valid before the questionnaires are sent out. Davis 
!/Stephen M. Carey, 11 Signed vs. Unsigned Attitude Questionnaires," Journal 
of Educational Psychology (February, 1937), 28:144-148 . 
2/H.A. Toops, "Predicting the Returns from Questionnaires: A Study in the 
Utilization of Qualitative Data," Journal of Education (March, 1935), 
3: 204-215. ' 
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1./ 
and Barrow state that 57 per cent should be the lm·Test percentage ac-
ceptable, excluding special cases. 
gj 
Toops examined -various aspects of' studies done 1·rith questionnaires 
in order to determine the factors most influencing the percentage of' re-
turn. The most influential variables measured were, 1. the number of 
copies of the questionnaire issued, 2. availability of data requested 
(-vThether "easy," "possible, 11 "hard," or 11unreasonable" -- the negative 
weight implies that high scoring "unavailable" and "unreasonable" ques-
tionnaires do not get as good returns, other things being equal , as 
questionnaires easily answered by the recipient), 3. source of question-
naire (vrhether superintendent, college professor, etc.) probably an 
indirect measure of the familiarity of' acquaintanceship of recipients 
with the sender. Elements in the situation were compulsion, moral duty 
to reply, intimate knmvledge of and friendship •ri th the sender, and, 4. 
simplicity of mode of response. 
3} 
Upon his results, Toops based the following list of factors in 
securing high returns to questionnaires: 
1. Write the questionnaire on a topic in which the recipients 
are vitally interested themselves in knowing the ans•rer, 
and take pains to e~loit this interest to the utmost. 
2. Send the questionnaire to those people, who, because of' 
personal friendship and knmvledge of your professional 
r~pute, •rill feel some personal obligation to reply. Ex-
ploit this by means of promising results. 
1/A. Davis and Edwin L. Barrmv, "A Critical Study of the Questionnaire 
in Education," Educational Administration and Supervision (February, 1935),21: 
137-144. 
g/Toops, op. cit., p.2ll,212. 
}/Toops, ibid., p.213. 
3. Employ a vigorous follmv-up technique, devised to 
touch upon various motives in turn, as vie\ved from 
the recipient~ angle. 
4 . Use the best possible techniques in \Vriting your 
questionnaires. 
5. Do not tax the interest and effort of the recipient, 
but make it easy for him to reply. Remember that he 
is in your employ by courtesy only. 
6. Use objective and unequivocal but "sensible" questions. 
Do not avoid written answers, but be chary of essay 
answers. 
7. Employ advisedly such incidental pressures as "moral" 
obligation to reply." 
8 . Send your questionnaires early in the school year be-
fore the pressures of other duties decrease its chances 
of receiving attention. 
9. The length of the questionnaire is not an important 
variable. Do not let it be overly influential in con-
struction, if all other rules have been followed, but 
remember that length may be a syrnptom of slovenly 
questionnaire technique and proceed accordingly. 
With these rules being followed, the predicted percentageaf returns, 
14 
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Toops states, vrould be 67. 96 per cent -- a high percentage of return and 
one •·rhich vrould yield valid results. 
The problem of good questionnaire technique affects not only per-
centage of returns but also the validity of the actual results gathered 
and the usefulness of the data as applied to the theory one wishes to 
?} 
substantiate. Romaine, after a thorough study of the problem, has sug-
gested the follmving principles as guides to constructing a scientifically 
correct questionnaire: 
1/Toops, ibid., p .2ll. 
2/S.A. Romaine, "Criteria for a Better Questionnaire," Journal of Edu-
cational Research (September, 1948), 42: 69-71. 
1. Directions should be complete and clearly stated \vith 
illustrations if necessary. They should be placed as 
close to the point of application as possible and ·should 
be repeated occasionally if they apply to a long series of 
questions. 
2. Questions should not be so complicated as to require 
elaborate or long drawn out directions. Two simple 
questions may serve a single purpose better than one com-
plex question. 
3. Similar questions or those to be answered in like fashion 
should be grouped ao as to reduce the need for repetition 
of directions and the possibility of confusion on the part 
or the respondents. 
4. Each question should be evaluated carefully in terms of the 
purposes to be served; irrelevancies should be eliminated. 
5. Questions selected should be stated in such terms as ,,rill 
permit inter-relating and grouping which will afford a 
more comprehensive and unitary picture of the -vrhole or 
larger problem under consideration. 
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6. No question should require a higher degree of expertness or 
a greater amount of detailed information than can be 
reasonably expected of the respondents. 
7. Each question should be stated in terms as will promote uni-
formity of interpretation in agreement with that intended by 
the researcher. 
8. Each question should afford a sufficient number of alter-
natives as will avoid undue or invalid channeling of re-
sponses and should be stated in such terms as will give the 
respondent ample opportunity to express himself without ex-
cess qualification. 
9. Each question should be stated in such terms as will secure 
a useable- concentration of responses. 
10. Each question should be arranged and worded so as to pro-
mote ease and accuracy in the tabulation of data and its 
presentation in discussion or pictoral fashion. 
11. Multiple-choice responses (with the exception of those used 
specifically to portray a scale of values or a graded series 
of responses) should be shuffled to permit random ordering 
in the final draft, thereby reducing the liklihood of sys-
tematic errors. 
12. The complete checklist or questionnaire should be carefully 
studied, tried out several times on a number of persons, 
revised several times before the final draft is made. 
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Having examined the various techni~ues involved in ~uestionnaire 
construction, the differences of opinion concerning the usefulness of 
the ~uestionnaire as a scientific tool of investigation, and the methods 
of i mproving the tool as a means of collecting data; it remains to be 
seen ho''' well the ~uestionnaire ~ualifies as a method of evaluation• . ~· y 
Di Vesta, in his study, states: "the primary purpose for conducting this 
research was to provide data which 1vould be useful in curriculum improve-
ment and development. 11 A summary of his findings w·ill focalize the prob-
lems occurring in reaearch done in investigations similar to the one in 
this thesis. The follovring problems were discussed and resolved insofar 
as the study is concerned: 
1. It would appear that >vhether or not mature, adult respon-
dents are asked to identify themselves, has little or no 
effect on their responses. This finding was contrary to 
their original hypothesis that anonymous respondents 1.rould 
give less favorable responses than identified individuals, 
especially where self-ratings of abilities were re~uired. 
It is doubtful that these results can be applied, without 
further research, to less mature populations or to ~ues­
tions involving more personal identification. 
2. The finding substantiate the i mportance of careful wording 
of response categories in the construction of rating scales 
to obtain, in sofur as possible, mutually exclusive cate-
gories, and the i mportance of the error present in interpret-
ing to a particular scale on an absolute rather than relative 
basis. The findings further indicate that with a four point 
scale respondents tend to rate higher than they 1vould vrith a 
three point scale as used in this study. 
3. A third problem arose in conjunction with the construction 
of the ~uestionaire. It was desired to make a comparative 
1:./F. J. Di Vesta, "Problems in the Use of Questionnaires for Studying the 
Effectiveness of Educational Programs," Educational and Psychological 
Measurement, 14: 138-150. 
study of the nature of student career needs and the ex-
tent to which the students felt the course contributed to 
these needs. This information supplemented with data 
normally obtained from the use of objectives and outcomes 
coincided with the career requirements of the students. 
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In conclusion, several areas are of major importance in considering 
the use of the questionnaire as a tool of research. Assuming the in-
vestigator has posed his problem and has tentatively chosen the question-
naire as the means for securing data for its solution, he must then take 
the following into account: 
1. Can a representative sample of the population be reached by the 
questionnaire technique? 
2. Can he secure a great enough percentage of return to make the 
data a valid sample upon which to base his conclusions? 
3. Can he construct a reliable and valid instrument with which to 
measure his experimental variable? 
By following the procedure outlined in the literature, the investi-
gator has a reasonably defined set of criteria upon which to base his use 
of the questionnaire. 
CHAPrER II 
PROCEDURE 
It was the purpose of this study to analyze data -vrhich had been 
collected i n order to evaluate the Certificate of Advanced Graduate 
Study Program at Boston University. 
The instrument used to gather the data analyzed in this study was 
constructed by Dr. William c. K¥araceus, a member of the Certificate of 
Advanced Graduate Specialization Co~nittee. Two forms were mailed; one 
to graduates of the program and an adapted version to those 1-rho ••ere 
candidates for the degree. Copies of these forr~ have been included in 
the appendix. The wr±ters encountered no problem of sampling error since 
the questionnaires were sent out to all candidates and graduates. 
Of the 556 forms mailed, 286 completed forms vTere returned: a return 
of 51.44 per cent. The wri ters considered the per cent return great 
enough to validate the data obtained from the responses. 
There I·Tas no distinction made by the vTriter between signed and un-
signed forms. ~llien mature subjects are i nvolved, the same level of ob-
jectivity is to be expected from all; resulting in no significant difference 
in type of response. 
The wri teiS . p;roceeded to sort these questionnaires into the follm-ling 
categories; male and female candidate respondents, male and female graduate 
respondents. The candidate respondents were further broken dovm into age 
groups of ten years. Those not giving ages lvere grouped into a miscellaneous 
age category. 
-18-
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The candidate forms vTere analyzed f:hrst. The vTriters viOrked in 
pairs, each tlvo tallying specific questions, except for questions eleven 
and thirteen, which were referred for later analysis, since they in-
volved free response. Each question was recorded on an individual tally 
sheet. 
The graduate forms 'ivere arbitrarily separated into twelve groups 
for ease in tabulation: six groups of male respondents and six groups of 
female respondents. The forms vrere analyzed in the same fashion as the 
candidate questionnairesj the free response questions again being vrithhel.d 
for later analysis. 
The open-ended sections in questions two and three in the graduate 
form and three and five in the candidate form were analyzed in a manner 
similar to the follovring free responses. 
In analyzing the open-ended responses to question eleven in the can-
didate form and question nine in the graduate form, the writers as a group 
read a sample number of responses in order to formulate temporary classi-
fications. Using these as a framevrork, the v.Titers again separated into 
pairs to classify each free response. Every cow~ent that did not fit 
into the original framework was discussed by the group and appropriate 
classifications were established. 
All the responses fell under t w·o headingsj critical and those suggest-
ing i mprovements. The •vriters devised a method of tabulation by assigning 
letters to the criticisms and numbers to the suggestions for improvement, 
keeping the original categories separate. Final data sheets with exten-
sive keys were compiled. It was later decided to replace these sheets i-Ii th 
more condensed tables. 
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Question thirteen in the candidate form and question eleven in the 
graduate form v1ere analyzed by a similar technique. The responses \.Jere 
distributed into groups; additional information and conditions by which 
the respondent .' s decision vmuld be influenced. 
The VTriters were advised to eliminate from the final table the last 
two questions which involved the respondent's na~e and member of the 
school oTi th whom he vmuld be vlilling to discuss the program. 
When the tables were prepared in final form, the follov1ing revisions 
were made: 
1. Age groups were omitted in the tables recording responses to 
questions nine through fourteen of the candidate form. 
2. Questions nine and eleven for graduates and candidate forms 
respectively vrere combined. 
3. Male and female classifications •rere omitted in nine and eleven 
for the graduate and candidate forms respectively. 
CHAP.l'ER UI 
.. 
'-iNA'tYSis: OF DA!TA:. 
'Ifue purpose of this study' was to an&lyze response• to the q~eation-
ncrlre sent to students; and graduates; r;>_f the Certificate of Advanced Gradu-
a.te Specialization progrQ at Boston Universd.ty. 
- ... . . : ~ 
~he dat8l. were obtai~d from the analysis of q:uestionna;l.r's sentv,_to 
botll candidates and graduates of the -Certificate of Adv'~ced Gr,s.duate 
Study }?rogram at Boston ·universityo lll data are presented in table form. 
Table 1 summarizes the number of questionnaires sent out and returned. 
Data for both Candidates and Graduates of the Certi'ficate of Advanced 
Gradu&te Stu~ Program are ~ ineludedo . ·1111ere . applicable J the data ue further 
broken down according to ~ex. 
'llable lo ·wumbeJf" of Q:~1estionnaireas Sent and Returned. llal.e and 
Fem&le • ·Candidates and Gradu~ tes o 
. 5 . 
Candida~ea.. 346 
Graduates 210 
l : .. ·: . l 
N\llllber; Returned. 
ll&le Fe:JD$:1e 
169 
]17 
P4r cent 
Return 
Table ~ shows that 49 per cent of the Candi(iat's returned the ques.tion-
naire~ w~le 56 per cent were returned by the Grad~tes. Of possible in-
terest is the fact that there are twice as many male candidates as female 
that ll'eplied~' and one third more male graduates responded than did the f'e-
males. 
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Table 2 .. shows .the -D.Uijlber of ClUestionnaires returned by Cat4f:lidates; 
' 
grouped according to sex ~nd ageo 
Table 2o Number of Respondents in Terms of Age and Sexo Capdidateso 
Sex Afe Groups 
20-29 30-39 4o- 9 50-59 60-6:9 Not Given' .Total 
.Male 20 50 33 4 0 4 :111 
Female 2 15 24 2 2 2 58 
-
Table .. 2 indicates that . there are almost twice as .many male students 
enrolled as CoAoGoSo . .Candidates as there are _.:femaleso The .majority of the 
male students are frorn .the ages of 20 - 50, while the females are pre-
dominately 30 - 50o It is interesting to note in the twenty year old 
bracket that the male - female ratio is 10 to .lo The. largest single age 
bracket for males was from 30 - 39, and 40 - 49 for the fernaleso Male 
candidates not volunteering to ~ive their age numbered four; females twoo 
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Table 3 ·shows the present positions .of both JDB.le and :remale respon-
.de.nts in the age-group breakdowns o These respondents are candidfl,tes for 
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specializationo 
Table 3o Present Positionso Male and Female Candidates., 
Not 
Position 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given. Total Per cent 
Full tilre student 1 
Classroom teacher, 
elementary level 4 
Classroom teacher, 
secondary level 11 
Prine ipal., elementary 
school 4 
Principal, secondary 
school 0 
Supervisi on 0 
Superintendent 0 
Guidance Counselor 
or director 4 
Col.lege Personnel 
worker 1 
Community Recreation 0 
Research or Measure-
ment 0 
Exceptional Children 0 
Colle ge Instructor 0 
Audio-visual Director 0 
Director of Curriculum 0 
"Y"Jro or Srosecretar y 0 
Corrective Therapy 0 
Physio-therapy 0 
Qther~ be specific 0 
1 
9 
22 
9 
2 
7 
1 
10 
2 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
8 
0 
5 
20 
8 
2 
0 
1 
1 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
1 
1 
5 
1 
2 
2 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
l 
3 
l 
0 
l 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
20 
61 
23 
7 
19 
4 
24 
6 
1 
1 
2 
8 
3 
0 
1 
3 
0 
18 
1.78 
1le83 
36.09 
13.61 
4.14 
1L24 
2 .. 37 
14o 20 
3o55 
o59 
o59 
Ll8 
4o73 
L78 
oOO 
o59 
L78 
oOO 
10o65 
_, 
Table 3 shows that 36o09 per cent of the candid~tes for CoA..G'cSo were 
· Classroom Teachers at the secondary 1evelo Next in order are the puidance 
Counselor s or Director s with l4o20 per cento The table also indicates that 
no Physio-therapists or Directors of Curriculum are enrolled .fn this course 
and that only a small number, o59 per cent checked Community Recreation, Re-
search or Measurement, and "Y" Jro or Sr o Secretary as their pr~esent positiono 
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Table 4 !?Jio:ws. the pres.e:nt positions. of ·;~ma~e respondents .in the age-
. _group. bre..a#.d0W~So These re.spondents are candidates for Certificate of 
Advanced Graduate Specializationo 
Table 4o Present Positions .of .Res.po-ndentso ·Male Candid:at~·s. 
Age Groups 
Not 
Position 20-29 30-39 40-49 50.,.59 60,..69 Given. Total Per cent 
Full .. time student l 
Classroom .teacher, 
elementary level 4 
Classroom .. teE!-cher, 
secondary level ll 
Principal,elementary 
school 4 
Pr.incipal,.secondary 
school 0 
Supervision 0 
Superintendent 0 
Guidance Counselor 
or dir~ctor 3 
College Personnel 
worker 0 
Community Recreation 0 
Research or Measure-
ment 0 
Exceptional Children 0 
College Instructor 0 
Audio-visual direc-
tor 0 
Director of Cur-
riculum 0 
"Y"Jroor; SroSecretary 0 
Corrective Therapy 0 
Physio-therapy 0 
Other - be specific 0 
l 
6 
17 
8 
2 
7 
1 
6 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
l 
0 
7 
0 
1 
l2 
7 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
l 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
ll 
19 
6 
12 
4 
12 
4 
L 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
10 
1.80 
l7ol2 
5o41 
10o81 
3o60 
.. oo 
oOO 
L80 
lo80 
oOO 
o90 
o90 
.oo 
9o00 
Table 4 shows that the largest percentage of males pursuing the 
CoAoGoSo program, that is 40o54 per cent are Classroom Teachers on the 
secondary levelo 17ol2 per cent of the males pursuing the program are 
Principals of Elementary Schoolso The table also draws attention to the 
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fact that the .present position of tbe males invol:.ve:d is-.not in R~search 
or ,Measurement, in the Exceptional Children Area, .in Physio-ther~py or as 
Director of Curriculum. 
Table 5 shows the .present .pos.it.ions. of .female .. re.apondents., who are 
candidate~ for Certificate .of .Advanced Graduate Specialization in the age- . 
group bre~kdowns., 
Table 5o Pre.sent Positions of. Respondents • .. .Fena.le c:Candidates. 
Ag~ Groups 
Not 
Position 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per cent 
Full. t .ime . student 0 
Classroom Teacher, 
elementary level 0 
Classroom Teacher, 
secondary ~evel 0 
Principal, elementary 
school 0 
Princ.ipal, seco~dary 
school 0 
Supervision 0 
Superintendent 0 
Guidance Counselor 
or director l 
College Personnel 
worker l 
Community -Recreation 0 
Research or Measure-
ment 0 
Exceptional Children 0 
College Instructor 0 
Audio-visual Direc-
tor 0 
Director of Curriculum 0 
"Y"Jr.,or SroSecretary 0 
Corrective Therapy 0 
Physio-thera~y 0 
Other - be specific 0 
0 
3 
5 
l 
0 
0 
0 
4 
l 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
4 
8 
l . 
0 
6 
0 
3 
0 
0 
l 
l 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
l 
l 
3 
l 
l 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
9 
16 
4 
l 
7 
0 
12 
2 
0 
1 
2 
6 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
8 
1.72 
15.52 
27.59 
6.90 
1.72 
12.07 
.oo 
20.69 
3.45 
.oo 
1.72 
3.45 
10.34 
1.72 
.oo 
.oo 
3.45 
.oo 
13.79 
Table 5 shows that the largest percentage of females who are ca.ildidates 
for C.,AoGoSo are Classroom Teachers on the secondary level, that is 27.59 
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per cento The .next pe:r.een:tage- :which. is of . some , sig¢..f.icance, that is 20o69 
.per cent is found in :·the category .. o:f · Guid:anCe Counselor or Direc-tor o None 
of the ,,wane-n in this·.:program ~ is :,a Superintend:ent, Director of_ Curriculum, 
"Y" "Jre or Sro Secretary, Physio-,..therapist or Gonmnmity 'Recreation Teacher. 
Table 6 shows the distrib.ution .of secondal1' s.chool positio.nl'l for the 
male candidate respondents in the age-group bre~kdownso 
I 
Table 6 e Distribution .. of' Secondary SchooLPosi.tions,. Male _ Ca:qdidates. 
Ag~ Groups 
-Not 
Subject 20-29 30-39 40-49 50,..59 60-69 Given Total Per cent 
.English 3 2 0 0 0 0 5 4.50 
Social-Studies l l l 0 0 l 4 3.60 
Science, Health._ 2 l l 0 0 0 4 3.60 
Physical Educa:tion 0 l l 0 0 l 3 2.70 
Latin. 0 l 0 0 0 0 l .90 
.. .Business . 0 4 0 0 0 l 5 4.50 
Industrial Arts 0 l l 0 0 0 2 1.80 
Math l 2 l 0 0 0 4 3.60 
Language 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oOO 
Table 6 _shows that 4-o 50 per cent of .. the ... .male_ ..candidate re.spondents 
are secondary . s~0-ool eiassroom teachers in the area .. of English, and 4o 50 
per cent in the area of Business~ None of .the respondents is in the area 
of s~condary school languageo It is interesting to note that 3o60 per cent 
of the males from the ages of 30 to 39 teach Business in the secondary_ schools. 
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Table 7 s-hows the : di-stributi~ . of' supervi·snry positions for the 
·ma.le candidate respondents in .the age-group bre~kdowns o 
Table 7o Distribution of' Supervisory Pos·itionp.o Male. Candi:Q:ates. 
Age Groups 
Not 
Subject 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per cent 
Elementary Physical 
Education 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 L80 
Social Studies 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 .90 
Third to Ninth Grade 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 .90 
Director of' Industrial 
Arts 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1.80 
Director Music 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 1.80 
Speech Therapy 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 .90 
English 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
Measurement 0 1 0 0 0 0 l .90 
Elementary 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 o90 
Reading 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oOO 
State Supervisor 
(Masso) 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 o90 
Table 7 shows that l o80 per cent of the male candidate respondents are 
. supervisors in the area of Elementary Physical Education, loBO per cent 
of the males are Directors of !ndustri al Arts and la80 per cent are Direc-
tors of Musico None of these male respondents are English or Reading 
supervisorso Other areas mentioned were Social Studies, Third to Ninth 
Grade, Speech Therapy,Measurement, Elementary and the State Supervisor of 
Massachusettso 
Table 8 shows the other positions held by the male candidate respon-
dents in age group breakdowns o These positions were not include.d on the 
list of present positionso 
2B 
Table Bo Distribution of Positions Other Than Those Included in the 
List of Present Pos itionso .Male Candidates o 
Age Groups 
Not 
Subject 20-29 .. 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
.. C.hairman . Physical 
Education 0 3 0 l 0 0 4 3.60 
Clinical Psychologist 0 l 0 0 0 0 l .90 
Subrnaster Junior High . 0 l .l 0 0 0 2 loBO 
Educational Sales 0 l 0 0 0 0 l o90 
Instructor I B M 0 l. 0 0 0 0 l o90 
Assis.tant Principal . 
High School 0 0 l 0 0 0 l o90 
Table B shows that the present positions . of male .. candidate respon-
dents also include Chairman Physical Education 3a60 per cent, Subma.ster 
Junior High loBO per cent, Clinical Psychologist .90 per cent, Educational 
Sales o90 per cent, Instructor I B M o90 per cent, Assistant Principal 
High School o90 per cento 
Table 9 shows the distribution of secondary school positions for the 
_female respondents in the age-group breakdownso 
Table 9o Distribution of Secondary School Pos.itionso Female Candidates. 
A6e Groups 
Not 
Subject 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
.. I 
English 0 0 l 0 0 0 l o90 
Social ·studies 0 0 l l 0 0 2 loBO 
Science, Health 0 l 0 0 0 0 l ' .90 
Pbysi.cal Education 0 l 0 0 0 0 l o90 
Latin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oOO 
-Business 0 l 0 0 0 0 l o90 
Industrial Arts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
Math 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 oOO 
Language 0 l l 0 0 0 2 loBO 
Table 9 shows that l~Bo per cent of the female respondents are Secondary 
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Classroom. Teachers in the area of Social Studies and .. L ,80 per cent are in 
the area of .. Langua.geo None of the f .emale respondents teaches Latin, In-
dustrial Arts, or Mathema..ticso 
Table lO shows the distribution .of , sup.erv.~ory .positions .for the fe-
male candidate respondents in the age-group brea.kdownso 
Table lOo Di.stribution .. of Supervis.ory Positionso Female .Candid!:j.teso 
Age Groups 
Not 
Subject 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
.Englis.h 0 0 1 0 0 0 l .90 
.Measurement 0 0 l 0 0 0 l .90 
Elementary 0 0 l 0 0 0 l .90 
Reading 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 +o80 
Table 10 shows that the supervisory positions for females are in 
the English, Measurement, Elementary, and Reading fieldso These particular 
females are in the age group of 40· to 49o 
Table ll sho~s the other posit i ons held by the female candidate res-
pondents in age-group breakdownso These positions were not included on 
the list of present positionso 
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Table ll.o Distribution of Pos itions Ot her Than '!'hose Included in the 
List of Present Posit ionso . Female. Ca.nd:idat eso 
Age GrouEs · 
Not 
Subject . 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
Direct or Element ary 
Education and 
Assist ant Super -
intendent 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 o90 
Reading 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 .90 
-Pract ice Teachi ng 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 1.80 
Hospital Teaching 
Pati ent s 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 o90 
Director School 
Nursing 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 o90 
Privat e Work ~ In-
di vidual. psycho-
.geni c lear ni ng 
problems 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 o90 
Direct or New Rampshir e 
Eleme·nt ar y School 
services 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 o90 
Table 11 shows that positions held ot her t han those .included in the 
l i st of present positions were ~ Di r ector Element ary Education and Assist-
ant Superint endent ; Reading Pr actice Teaching; Hospital T.eaching, patients; 
Direct or School Nurs i ng; Pri vat e Work~ individual psychogenic learning 
problems; and Di rector New Hampshire Element ary School Serviceso 
Table .12 shows . the .. present positions of both male and female res-
p.ondentf? who have received their Certificate o:f.Advanced Graduate 
Specialization .. 
Table 12. Present Positions of Respondents. Male and Female 
Graduates. 
Position 
Full. time student 
Classroom teacher, elementary level 
Classroom teacher, secondary level 
Principal elementary school 
Principal secondary school 
Supervision 
Superintendent 
Guidance counselor or director 
College personnel worker 
Community recreation 
Research or measurement 
Exceptional children 
College instructor 
Audio-visual director 
Director of curriculum 
"Y" Jr·.. or Sr o secretary 
Corrective therapy 
Physio-therapy 
Other - be specific 
Total . 
2 
17 
21 
15 
12 
7 
6 
12 
4 
1 
0 
6 
10 
2 
2 
0 
2 
0 
24 
Per Cent 
1 .. 71 
14 .. 53 
17.95 
12.82 
10 .. 26 
5.98 
5ol3 
10.,26 
3.42 
.. 85 
.oo 
5ol3 
8 .. 55 
1.71 
1.71 
.oo 
1.,71 
.. oo 
20.51 
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Table 12 _shows- that the largest number of respondents who pave re-
ceived the C.,A,.G~S .. are Classroom Teachers on the Secondary Level, that 
is specifically 21 or 17 .. 95 per cent. 17, or 14 .. 53 per cent of the res-
pondents are Elementary Classroom Teachers; 15, or 12.,82 per cent are 
Principals of Elemen~ary Schools, 12~ or 10.26 per cent are Principals of 
Secondary Schoolsj and 12, or 10.26 per cent are Guidance Counselors or 
Directors.. None of the respondents is in the fj.eld of Research or Measure-
ment, "Y" Jr. or Sr., Secretary, or Physio-therapy. 
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Table 13 shows t he present positions af' .. male rsspondents who have 
received their Certificate of Ad~nced Graduate Specialtzation. 
Table 13.. Present Positions of Respondents,.. ·Male. Graduates .. 
... ·=- ===-==-====--=-====-========-====--=-===--=""'9"=== 
Position 
Full time · s.tudent 
Class r oom .. teacher, elementary level 
Classroom teacher, secondary level 
Principa~ elementary school 
Pr inci pal secondary school 
.. Supervi sion 
Superi ntendent 
Guidance counselor or director 
College personnel worker 
. Community re.crea tions 
Research or measurement 
Except ional children 
College i nstructor 
Audio-visual di rector 
Di rector of curriculum 
"Y" Jr. or Sro secretary 
Correct ive t herapy 
Physi o-therapy 
Other - be specific 
Total 
2 
4 
14 
12 
12 
3 
6 
8 
2 
() 
0 
1 
6 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
11 
Per Cent 
2 .. 90 
5.80 
20 .. 29 
17.39 
17.39 
4.35 
8 .. 70 
11.59 
2.90 
.oo 
.oo 
1.45 
8.70 
2.90 
1.45 
.oo 
.. oo 
.. oo 
15.94 
Table 13 shows that 20.29 per cent of the male respondents who have 
recei ved t heir c.A.G.S. are Classroom Teachers on the Secondary Level. 
None of these ._ graduates is in the field of Community Recreation, Research 
or Measurement , "Y" Jr .. or Sr., Secretary, Corrective Therapy, or Physio-
therapy.. 17o39 per cent are Principals of Elementary Schools and the same 
per centage are Principals of Secondary Schoolso 
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Table 14 shows the present positions of fenale respondents who have 
received their Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization. 
Table 14o Present Positions of Responde.nts. Female. Graduates. 
Position 
Full time student 
Classroom teacher~ elementary level 
Classroom teacher, secondary level 
Principal elementary school 
Principal secondary school 
Supervision 
Superintendent 
Guidance counselor or director 
College personnel worker;· , 
Community recreation 
Research or measurement 
Exceptional ch±ldren 
College instructor 
Audio-visual director 
Director of curriculum 
"Y" Jro or Sr~ secretary 
Corrective therapy 
Physio-therapy 
Other - be specific 
Total 
0 
13 
7 
3 
0 
4 
0 
4 
2 
1 
0 
5 
4 
0 
1 
0 
2 
0 
13 
Per ,Cent 
.oo 
2(.08 
14.58 
6.25 
.oo 
8.33 
.oo 
8.33 
4.1( 
2.08 
.oo 
10.42 
8.33 
.oo 
2.08 
.oo 
4.1( 
.oo 
2(.08 
Table 14 shows that the largest i nwnber of female graduates who 
responded to this questionnaire were Classroom Teachers on the Elemen-
tary Level. None of the female respondents is a Full time student; 
Principal, secondary schoo.;t.; Superintendent; Audio-visual Director; 
"Y" Jro or Sr. Secretary; Physio-therapist; or in Research or Measurement. 
Table 15 shows . the .. distribution .of secondar.y: .school . p.osit.ions of' both 
.male . .and .female .. respondents who .have received their Certificate of' Advanced 
Graduate Specialization. 
Table 15.. Distribution of' Secondary School Positions. Male 
and Female. Gr~duates. 
Total 
Sub~ect Male Female .·· TotaL .. .. Per Cent 
Social. Studies 3 2 5 4.27 
Mathematics 3 1 4 3.42 
Business Education 1 2 3 2.56 
Junior High School . 1 0 1 .85 
Science 1 0 1 .85 
-Indust_rial Arts 1 0 1 .85 
Vice Principal 1 0 1 .85 
Table 15 shows that those respondents who were Secondary School 
Teachers teach in the areas of' Soc.ial Studies, Mathematics, and Business 
Education for the most part. Other secondary school positions ~entioned 
were JunioT High School, Science, Industrial Arts, and Vice Principal. 
Table 16 shows the distribution of' supervisory positions of bpth male 
and female respondents who have received their Certificate of Advanced 
Graduate Specialization .. 
.. 
.. 
Table -19. Distributio~ of Supervisory Positions. Male and 
Female.. Graduates .. 
Total 
Subject Male Female Total Per Cent 
Elementary 0 2 2 1.71 
Speech Education 0 1 l .85 
Music 0 1 1 .85 
Director Health and 
Physical Education 1 0 1 .85 
Guidance 1 0 l .85 
Business Education 1 0 1 .85 
Phys-ical Education l 0 1 .85 
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.Table 16 shows . that those respondents who are in· supervisoJ"y posi-
tions are in the fields of_ Elementary, . S.pee.ch . Education, . Music, Director 
.Health and Physi.caLEducation, Guidance, Bus.iness Education, and ;physical 
Education, 
Table 17 shows the distribution of pos.itions, .in the are13. of ex-
ceptional .children, of those .male and . female respondents who p.ave re-
cevied their Certificate of Advanced Graduate Special+zation. 
Table l7o Distribution of Positions in the Area of Exceptional 
Childreno Male .a.nd..Femaleo Graduates. 
Total 
Subject Males Females Total Per Cent 
Massa-chusetts supervisor 
of Special Education l 0 l .85 
Teacher 0 l l .85 
Remedial Reading 0 2 2 1.71 
Mentally Retarded 0 l l .85 
Table 17 shows that one male respondent who works in the area 
of Exceptional Children is Massachusetts Supervisor of Specia,L.Education. 
Two female respondents are Remedi al Reading Teachers, .one female respon-
dent is a Teacher, and another works with the Mentally Retarded. 
Table 18 shows the dist ribution of .positions other than tp.ose in-
eluded in the list of present positions of those .. male and female respon-
dents who have received their Certificate of Advanced Graduate Speciali-
zation., 
-
Table l8o Distribution of Positions Other Than Those Included in the 
-List of Present Positionso Male and Female" Graduateso 
Total 
Subject Ma.le.s Females Total Per Cent 
Physical Education 4 0 4 3o42 
C.oun.s.eling .Psychologi st 2 0 2 1.71 
Adult Civic Education l 0 l .85 
Training .. and Educatiop. Officer -
USS Tarawa l 0 l .85 
Industrial. Arts l 0 l .85 
Training Officer - U.,SoGovernment l 0 l .85 
Head~ training Mission School in 
Rhodesia l 0 l .. 85 
School Psychologist 0 l 1 .85 
Harvard-Boston Uni versit y 
Extensi on in speech 0 1 1 .85 
Guidance 0 l 1 .85 
Classroom Teacher 0 2 2 1.71 
Elementary Science 0 2 2 1.71 
College Librarian 0 l 1 .. 85 
Remedial Readi ng 0 1 l .85 
Director of Readi ng 0 l l .85 
College _Administrator 0 1 l .85 
Business School Teacher 0 1 l .85 
Housewife 0 1 l .. 85 
Vice JTincipal Elementary 0 l l .85 
Table 18 shows that Physical Education was mentioned four ti:imes as a 
present pos ition not included on the list of present positions. Those 
positions ment i oned .twice were Counseling Psychologist, Classroo~ Teacher 
and Elementary Science Teachero Sixteen other subjects listed above were 
also included once., 
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Table 19 shows the present status with regard . to program . co~ let ion 
time of both .. male and female responde~ts who are .candidates for the Cer-
tificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization. 
Table 19• Present :Status. of Reapond.ents in 
Reference to Anticipated Program 
Time.., Male and Fema.le.Ca.ndidateso 
Status 
Finish soon 
Finish 2-5 years 
Re-activate soon 
Re-activate eventually 
Discontinued -
Total 
Population 
47 
68 
21 
21 
12 
Total 
Per Cent 
27.81 
40.24 
12.43 
12.43 
7.10 
Table 19 indicates the present status of all resp.ondents. Over half 
expect to finish in five years or less and only seven per cent have de-
cided to discontinue their work. 
Table 20 enumerates the. present status with regard to program com-
pletion time of male candidates, in age group breakdowns. 
Table 20. Present Status of Respondent in Reference to Anticipated 
Program Time. Male. Candidates. 
Nt.e Grou12s 
Not 
Status 20-29 30-3~ 40-49 50-59 60-.69 Given Total Per Cent 
Finish soon 5 11 11 1 0 0 28 25.23 
Finish 2-5 years 14 16 9 3 0 1 43 38.74 
Re-activate soon 0 10 6 1 0 1 18 16.22 
Re-activate even-
tually 0 6 5 0 0 2 13 11.71 
Discontinued 1 8 2 0 0 0 11 9.91 
Table 20 shows that the majority of all males expect to fini~h their 
C.A.G.s. program in two to five years, or sooner. A relatively small per-
cent have decide.d .to discontinue their work, the greatest number occurring 
Table 2Lindicates the p.res.ent stat.us wit.h regard to program co:piPletion 
time of female candidates, in age-group bre&kdownso 
Table .21., Present Status of Respondents in Reference to Anticipated Program 
Time o Female., .Ca.p.dida te s. 
Age GrouEs 
Not 
Status 20-29 JO-J9 40-42 50-29 60-69 Given Total . Per Cent 
Finish soon 1 4 8 4 1 1 19 32.86 
Finish 2-5 years 0 10 8 6 0 1 25 43.10 
-"Re:~ctivate soon 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 5.17 
Re-activate 
eventually 0 1 4 3 0 0 8 13 •. 79 
Discontinued 0 0 1 0 0 0 .1 1.72 
Table 21 shows that 75- per cent of all female Candidates expect to 
complete their C.,AoG.o.So program in five years or less., Only one of the 
respondents has indicated no desire to finish her worko 
Table 22 summarizes the major objectives of the total population of 
Candidates in pursuing the Certi ficate of Advanced Graduate Specialization 
prograiDo. 
Table 22o Major Objectives for Pursuing C.A.G.So 
Programo Male and .Femaleo Candidates 
Total - Total 
Objectives Po;Eulation Per Cent 
Specific job 61 36o09 
Sell betterment 68 40.,24 
Work to EdD 54 3lo95 
Higher salary 14 8o28 
Other 18 +Oo65 
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Table 22 .. summarizes the .. major objectives of' the total canqidate 
population f'or pursuing. the C .. A.,G.,So programo Self'..,improvement, or to 
qualif'y better f'or a .... present position,. was cit·ed .:more of'ten t~n other 
categories; preparation f'o_:r: a ~pecif'ic job and f'or the doctorate being 
the next .. most . pnp.ular objectives.. .Some rea:pondents indicated .more than 
one of' the above as their objectives, resulting in a total per cent of' 
over one hundredo 
Table 23. swmnarizes the major objectives of' the. total popul.ation of' 
Graduates f'or undertaking the Certificate of' Advanced Graduate .Speciali-
zationo 
Table 23o Major Objectives f'or Pursuing CoAoGoSo 
Programo Male and Female" Graduates. 
Total Total 
Objectives Population Per Cent 
Speci1'ic job 50 42 .. 74 
Self' betterment 42 35o90 
Work to Ed.D 31 26o50 
Higher Salary 15 12o82 
Other 14 11 .. 97 
Table 23 summarizes the major objectives of' the total Graduate popu-
lation f'or pursuing the C.AoGoSo programo Preparation f'or a specific job 
opportunity was cited by 42 per cent of' the Graduates; Self-improvement 
and preparation for the doctorate being next in order as objectiveso This 
is a reverpal of the f'irst two objectives as compared with the choices of 
the candidates, who indicated preparation for a specific job as second to 
self' betterment., Some responde.nts indicated. more .than one of' toe above 
as their objectives, resulting in a total per cent of over one hundred. 
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Table 24 indicates the .ma.jor objectives of the .male candidates in 
undertaking .the Certificate of AQ.vanced .Graduate Specialization program 
recorded in age-groups. 
Table 24. Major Objective for Pursuing C.A.G.S. Program. Male. Candidates. 
A5,e Grou12s 
Not 
Objectives 20-22 30~32 40-42 20-22 60-62 Given Total Per, Cent 
Speci:fic job 9 22 9 l 0 0 41 36.94 
Self betterment 4 15 l5 l 0 4 39 35.14 
Work to EdD 6 20 ' l2 l 0 2 41 36.94 
.Higher salary 4 2 2 0 0 1 9 8.11 
Other 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 3.60 
Table 24 shows the major objectives of the male candidates in under-
taking the C.A.G.S. program. One third expressed self-improvement, or to 
qualify better for a present position, as an objective. To prepare for 
a specific job was cited by another third, and the final third .stated 
work preliminary to applying for the doctorate as their object.ive. Less 
than ten per cent were working specifically for a higher salary. Some 
respondents indicated more than one of the above as their objeptives, 
thus a total per cent of more than one l'lundred. 
Table 25 shows the major objectives of the male graduates in under-
taking the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program. 
Tabl.~ 25. Major Objective for Pursuing C.A.G.S. 
Prqgram. · Male. Graduates -
Male Male 
Objectives Graduates Per Cent 
Specific job 37 53.62 
Self betterment 18 26.09 
Work to EdD. 19 27.54 
· Higher salary 8 ll-.59 
Other 4 5o80 
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Table 25 -indicates .the ma.Jor .objectiv:es of the male . graduates ip under-
taking the C.A.G.s. pr-ogr.a.m. Over half were pre paring for a spec :j:fic job 
op.portunity, .as. compared with one third of the .. .male candidates. Self-im-
prov:ement, or to qualify better .for a present position, and preliminary 
work for the doctorate, were cited by relatively the same .. number of male · 
-
.graduates, as was the case . w~th the . male .candidates. Some respondents 
indicated .more than .one of the above as their objectives, thus a total 
per cent of .more than one hundred. 
Table 26 summarize.s. the major .objectives of the. female .candi¢la:tes in 
undertaking the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program, 
recorded in age-groups. 
Table 26. Major Objective for Pursuing C.A.G.S. Program. Female. 
Candidates. 
Ag_e GrouEs 
Not 
Objectives 20-29 ~0-32 40-49 50-22 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
Specific job 0 7 6 7 0 0 20 34.48 
Self betterment 2 7 l2 6 l l 29 50.00 
Work to EdD l 4 4 2 l l 13 22.41 
Higher salary 0 l 3 l 0 0 5 8.62 
Other 0 3 7 l 2 l 14 24.14 
-
Table 26 shows the major objectives of the female candi.dates for 
pursuing the C.A.G.S., program. One half cited self-improvement, or to 
qualify better for a present position, as an objective. To prepare for 
a specific job was cited by a third, to prepare for a doctorate by over 
a fifth, and a fourth entertained other objectives. Some of the respon-
dents indicate more than one of the above as their objectives, r~sulting 
in a total per cent of over one hundred. 
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.Table 27 sho,ws the .;major objectives ·Of' the .female .. .gradu.ates in under-
taking the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program. 
Table 27. Major Objective for Pursuing C.A.G.S. 
Program. Female. Graduates. 
Female Female 
Objectives Graduates Per Cent 
Specific job 13 27.08 
Self betterment 24 50.00 
Work to EdD l2 25.00 
Higher salary 7 14.58 
Other 10 20.83 
Table 27 summarizes the major objectives of the. female .graduates 
_for .pursuing _ the C .. A.G.S .• program.. One half indicated sel:f-impr.ovement, 
or to ~ualify better for a present position, as an objectiv~ -- the 
same per cent of the female candidates also chose this _category. To 
prepare for a specific job and to prepare for a doctorate were each 
chosen by a fourth of the graduates. Some of the respondents indicated 
\ 
more than one of the above as their objectives, resulting in a total 
per cent of over one hundred. 
Table 28 enunerates _more spe~cif'ically the types of posit.ions .for which 
male candidates are preparing. Age breakdowns are included. 
Table 28e Types of Positions for which St~dents are Qualifying. Male. 
Candidateso 
A~e !:i:I:QJ.W::il 
Not 
Positions 20-29 ~0-~2 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total 
Principal 3 6 4 0 0 0 13 
Superintendent l 4 2 l 0 0 2 
Administration l 3 0 0 0 0 4 
Speech .pathologist 0 l 0 0 0 0 l 
Guidance l 3 0 0 0 0 4 
City Director, physical 
education 0 l 0 0 0 0 .l 
Science education 0 1 l 0 0 0 2 
College level 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 
Psychologist l 0 L 0 0 0 2 
Physical education and 
health 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
Department head 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 
Table 28 shows specifically the positions for which male candidates 
are preparinge All but ten are qualifying for principalship, super in-
tendency, administration, or guidance worko Of these, the category cited 
most often was principal, followed by superintendent, administration and 
guidance in that ordero 
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Table 29 .enumerates.: more spec.i.f.ically. _the types of positions fpr which 
female candidates are preparing. Age categories are included. 
Table 29. Types of Positions for which Students are Qualifying. Female. 
Candidates. 
., 
Age Groups 
Not 
Types 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total 
Principal 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 
-superintendent 0 1 0 2 0 0 3 
Guidance 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 
College level 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Reading. cons'Ultant 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Department head 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Director, elementary 
education 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Speech, therapy 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Table 29 shows specifically the positions for which female candidates 
are preparing. The categories of superintendent and guidance are shown 
equal preference, with principal a close third. 
Table 30 _e.IlUIIJerates more . spe.cifically the types of positions for 
which male and female graduates have prepared. 
Table 30. Types of Pos.itions for which Graduates 
~ve Prepared. Male and Female. 
Graduates • 
. .. 
. ,. , ....... 
Positions Male Female Total 
Principal 4 l 5 
Principal,. Elementary 6 0 6 
Principal, High School 2 0 2 
Superintendent ll 0 11 
Administration 3 1 4 
Guidance 6 3 9 
Reading 0 2 2 
Department head-Junior college 
or High School 0 2 2 
Teacher Training - Supervisor l 1 2 
Elementary teacher 1 l 2 
College instructor 0 1 1 
-Physical educat~on 1 0 1 
Professional improvement 1 1 2 
Rehabilitation counseling 1 0 1 
Elementary Science consultant 0 l 1 
Counseling psychologist 1 0 1 
Table ~0 lists the job opportunitd.es for which graduates . were -
specifically preparing while undertaking the c.A.G.S. program Principal-
ship and superintendency were the primary positions considered, as was 
also the case with the candidateso Guidance and administration are the 
other positions most often cited by the graduates. 
Table 31 records the .. m:Lscellaneous .:;purpos.es .f':or :Undertaking the 
Certificate of' Advanced Graduate -Specialization .. program,- as stated by 
the male canP,idates. 
Table 31. Miscellaneous Purposes for Undertaking C.A.G.S., Program. 
Male. Candidates. 
Age Groups 
- Ptrrpose 
Not 
20-29 -30-39 40-49' 50-59 -60-69 - Given Total 
G. I. Benefits 0 
Prof'ess:i,tmal -improvement 0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
2 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
l 
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Table 31 shows that three male candidates are enrolled in the program 
as a result of' G.!. benefits. All of' these candidates are· _betwe!3n forty 
and sixty. 
Table 32 reports the miscellaneous purposes f'orundertaking the Cer-
tif'icate of' Advanced Specialization program, as stated by the female can-
~idates. 
Table 32. Miscellaneous Purpqses for Undertaking C.A.G.oSo Program. 
Female. Candidates. 
Age Groups 
Not 
Purpose 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total 
I 
i 
Massachusetts ce:rtif'icate 0 l 0 0 0 0 l 
Previous com-ses applied 
to c .A .. G .• s. 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 
Professional improvement 0 2 l l l 0 5 
Freedom in course selec-
tion 0 0 0 0 l 0 l 
Take courses not available 
during Master 's. 0 0 0 0 0 l l 
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Table 32 shows that the category of' professi.o.nal .improy-ernent in-
eluded the majority of females who wrote in specific objectives for 
undertaking the C.A.G.S. program,. 
Table 33 records the .mi.scellaneoua ..  purposes for . .underta}c:j.ng the 
Certifi.cate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program, as stated by 
the male and female .gr~duates. 
Table 33. Miscellaneous Purposes for Undertaking 
C.A.G.S., Pregramo Mal-e and Female. 
Graduates. 
Purpose Male Female Total 
Change from EdD to C.A.G.S. 
due to illn~ss 0 2 2 
Extend preparation for 
Elementary school 0 2 2 
Speech 0 1 1 
Be ready for advancement 0 1 1 
Requirement for degree in 
Rehabilitation Counseling 0 1 1 
Professional improvement 1 2 3 
Table 33 shows that of the miscellaneous purposes stated by graduates 
for undertaking the C.,A.G.S. program, professional improvement, extended 
preparation for the classroom, and changing from the EdD are in the majority. 
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Table 34 shows the ye.ar of matri.culation .for male .and "fenu:}le can-
didates in the Ce!'tificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program 
in age group bre~kdowns. 
Table 34. Year of Matriculationo Male and Female. Candidates. 
A~e Group 
Not Total 
Year 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Give.n.. Total Per Cent 
i 
1947 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 .59 
1948 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
1949 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
1950 0 2 4 1 0 0 7 4.14 
1951 0 9 4 0 0 0 13 7.63 
1952 0 2 5 1 0 0 8 4.73 
1953 0 10 6 3 1 0 20 11.8~ 
1954 1 12 11 4 1 1 30 17.75 
1955 5 12 13 0 0 2 32 18.93 
1956 l2 10 8 4 0 0 34 20.11 
1957 4 6 1 1 0 2 14 9.47 
Table 34 ~epresents a span of eleven years. The greatest per cent 
of candidates matriculated in 1954, 1955, and 1956. More than twice as 
many candidates matriculated in the CoAoGoSe program in 1956 than in 1957. 
Table 35 shows the year of, rnatr.i.culation for .male candidates in the 
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization progr.am in age-.group break-
downs. 
Table 35. Year of Matriculation. Male. -Candidates. 
Age Grou:12s 
Not 
Year 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
I 
1947 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
1948 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
1949 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
1950 0 2 4 0 0 0 6 5.41 
1951 0 8 2 0 0 0 10 9.01 
1952 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 3.60 
1953 0 10 5 l 0 0 16 14.41 
1954 0 7 5 2 0 l 15 13.51 
1955 4 8 8 0 0 2 22 19.82 
1956 12 7 3 l 0 0 23 20.72 
1957 4 4 l 0 0 l 10 9.01 
Table 35 represents a span of eleven years. The greatest ~er cent 
of male candidates matriculated in 1955 and 1956. Twice as ptany men 
matriculated in the C.A.G.s. program in 1956 than +n 1957. 
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Table 36 shows the . year .of' .. matriculation f .or f.emale .-candidate,s. in the 
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program in age.,..group break-
down. 
Table 36. Year of Matriculation. Female. Candidates. 
I 
Ase GrouEs 
Not 
Year 20-29 30-39 ~0-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
l 
1947 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 1.72 
1948 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .• oo 
1949 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oo 
1950 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 1.72 
1951 0 l 2 0 0 0 3 5.17 
1952 0 0 3 l 0 0 4 6.90 
1953 0 0 l 2 l 0 4 6.90 
1954 l 5- 6 2 l 0 15 25.88 
I955 l 4 5 0 0 0 10 17.24 
1956 0 3 5 3 0 0 ll 18':97' 
1957 0 2 0 l 0 l 4 6.90 
Table 36 represents a span of eleven years. The greatest per cent 
of female candidates matriculated in 1954. More than three times as 
many female candidates matriculated in the C.A.G.s. program in 1954 than 
i.n 1957. 
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Table 37 shows the year oi' .matriculation . .:for males ... and f'~le s who 
b.ave .graduated from the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specia,lization 
program. 
Table 37. Year of Matric~lation. Male 
and .Fema.leo G;raduates 
Numoer of 'Total 
Year Responses Per Cent 
1947 4 3.42 
1948 6 5.13 
1949 7 5.98 
1950 10 8.55 
1951 22 18.80 
1952 22 18.80 
1953 17 14.53 
1954 17 5o98 
1955 12 10.26 
1956 9 7.69 
·Table 37 represents a span of ten years. The greatest perceptage of' 
those who graduated from the C.A.G.s. program matriculated in 1951 and 
1952. Over twice as many graduates matriculated in 1951 and 1952 than in 
1954. 
Table 38 shows the year of' matriculation for males who have ~aduated 
f'rom the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program. 
Table 38. Yee.r of Matriculation. Maleo 
Graduates. 
--- · · ··===========:======'==?=====~== Number of Total 
Year 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
Responses Per Cent 
4 
4 
5 
7 
15 
9 
8 
4 
9 
4 
5.80 
5.80 
7.25 
10.14 
2lo78 
13.04 
11.59 
5.80 
13.04 
5.80 
Bost on Univers ity 
School of Educat ion 
Library 
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Table 3-8 represents .a span of ten . y:ea:Ps:.. The __ .. greatest percentage 
of males :who .ha.v.e .grad.uate.d from the C ... A.,G.S. progranunatric~ted in 
1951. Over three times as _many male ~rad.uates of the c.A ... -G.s •. program 
matriculated in. 1951 than . in 1954. 
Table 39 shows the year of matriculation for f'emales wf1o have 
graduated from the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program. 
Table 39. Year of Matriculation. Female. 
Gretduates. 
Number of Total 
Year Res:12onses Per Cent 
1947 0 0 
1948 2 2.08 
1949 2 2.08 
1950 3 6.25 
1951 7 14.58 
1952 13 27.08 
1953 9 18.75 
1954 3 6.25 
1955 . 3 6.25 
1956 5 +0.46 
Table 39 represents a span of ten years. The greatest per cent of 
females who have graduated from the C.,A.,G.,.S. program matriculated in 1952. 
Over three times as many female graduates of the C.A.G.S. _program matricu-
lated in 1952 than in 1954 and ~n 1955. 
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Table 40 shows the year .of .JDB.tric:ulalion.for 'male and f'e1TJJ3.le can-
didates and graduates of the Certificate of Advanced G~aduate Speciali-
zation :program. 
Table 40.. Year of Matriculation.. Male 
and Female., Candidates and 
Gr(iduates., 
Number of Total 
Year Res:12onses Per Cent 
1947 5 1.75 
1948 6 2.,10 
1949 7 2 .. 45 
1950 17 5.94 
1951 35 12 .. 23 
1952 30 10.49 
1953 37 12.94 
1954 37 12.94 
1955 44 15.38 
1956 43 15.03 
1957 14 4.90 
Table 40 represents a span of eleven years .. The greatest per 
of candidates and graduates of the C .. ADG .. S., program . matricu~ted in 
cent 
1955 and 1956. Over three times as many graduates matriculated in 1955 
and 1956 than in 1957. 
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Table 41 shows the age at .matricul.ati.an .of' . .males. and feJijales who 
have graduated from the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Speci:B;lization 
..... ... 
Table 
-·· 
.. 
Table 41. -Age at Matriculation. Male 
and . Female. Graduates. 
Number of Total 
Ages Responses Per Cent 
20-24 3 2.56 
25.29 16 13.68 
30-34 20 17.09 
35-39 33 28 .. 21 
4o-44 23 19.66 
45-4-9 8 6.84 
50-54 8 6.84 
50.:. 59 2 +.71 
41 represents ages from 20-29 years. The .. greatest per cent 
of graduates matriculated between the ages of 35 and 39 ·years. Over one 
per cent matriculated between 55 and 59o Over two per cent matriculated 
between 20 and 2~ c years .• 
Table 42 shows the age at matriculation of males who have ~aduated 
from the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program. 
Table 42. Age at Matriculationo Male. 
GrJiduates6 
.. ··. ·. 
'Number of Total 
Ages Res;Eonses Per Cent 
20-24 0 .. oo 
25-29 l2 17.39 
30-34 17 24.64 
35-39 23 33.33 
4o-44 12 17.39 
45,.49 4 5e'8o 
50-54 0 .oo 
55-59 1 1 .. 45 
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Table 42 represents .. ages from . 20 - 59 years., - The -greatest fercen-
tage of _male_.graduates matriculated bet ween the-.ages of 35 and . 39 years. 
Only one per cent of the male .graduates _matriculated between 55 and 59 
years of age and .no males matriculat ed before 25 years of age_., 
Table 43 shows the age at _matriculation of females . . who have ,graduated 
from the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization ~rogramo 
Table 4-3., Age -a_t Matriculation" Female. 
Graduate.s . ., -
. 
Nl).II1ber of' Total 
Ages Res12onses Per Cent 
20-24 3 6 .. 25 
25-29 4 8 .. 33 
30-34 3 6 .. 25 
35-69 10 20.,83 
4o-44 ll 22.,95 
45-49 4 8 .. 33 
50-54 8 16.,67 
55-59 l 2.,08 
Table 43 represents ages from 20-59 years., The greatest per cent 
of female graduates matriculated bet ween 40 and 44 years of age. Two 
per cent of the females matriculated between the ages of 55-59 and about 
six per cent of the females matriculated between the ages of 20-24. 
Table 44 shows the number of' credits accrued .. at the time of' f'illing 
out .the questionnaire by .. -male _ and . .female candidates in the Certificate of' 
Advanced Graduate Specialization program in age-group bre~kdowns. 
Tab-le -44-. Number· of' Credits Accrued. at the Time of · 
Filling Out the Questionnaire. Male and 
Female. Can.P.idate s • 
eighteen credits. A small percentage of' the students had completed the 
thirty credit requirement f'ar the certificate. About two per cent of' the 
candidates who f'illed out the questionnaire had not completed any credits. 
. e 
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Table 45 shows the number of credits accrued at the time: of filling 
out the questionnaire bymale candidates in the Certificate of Advanced 
Graduate Specialization program in age-group breakdowns. 
Ta:ble 45. Number of Credits Accrued at the Time of Filling Out 
I 
the Questionnaire. Mal.e. Candidates. 
Age GrouEs 
- Not Total 
Credits 20-22 30-32 40-42 50-22 60-62 Given Per Cent 
0 0 2 1 0 0 1 3.60 
1- 6 7 11 3 0 0 1 19.82 
7-12 8 9 6 0 0 0 20.72 
13-18 5 6 8 1 0 1 18.92 
_19!24 0 10 4 1 0 0 13.51 
-25-30 0 5 5 1 0 1 10.81 
31-36 0 1 2 1 0 0 3.60 
37 + 0 1 2 0 0 0 2.70 
Table 45 shows that the greatest per cent of male candid,htes had 
from seven to twelve credits at the time of filling out the questionnaire-
About six per cent of the male candidates in the c.A.G.s. program pad com-
pleted the thirty credit requirement for the certificate. A small per-
centage of the male candidates had not completed any credits at the time 
of filling out the questi9nnaire • 
Table 46 shows the number of credits accrued at the time of filling 
out the questionnaire for female candidate in the Certificate of Advanced 
Graduate Specialization program in age-group bre~kdowns. 
Table 46. Number of Credits Accrued at the T~ of Filling 
Out the Questionnaire. Female. Candidates. 
Age Grou:12s 
Not Total 
Credits 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Given Per Cent 
0 l 0 0 0 0 0 l.72 
l- 6 0 3 2 l 0 0 l0.34 
7-l2 0 2 5 l 0 0 l3o79 
l3-l8 0 5 5 4 0 l 25.88 
l9-24 0 l 5 3 l 0 l7.24 
25-30 l 2 3 3 0 l l7.24 
3b36 0 l 2 0 0 0 5.l7 
37 + 0 l 0 0 l 0 3.45 
Table 46 shows that the greatest per cent of the female candidates 
in the C.A.G .. S • . prpgram had from thirteen to eigl:lteen credits at the 
tiffie of filling out the questionnaire. Over eight per cent of the females 
in this program had completed the thirty credit requirement for the cer-
tificate. Almost two per cent of the females had not completed any credits 
at the time of filling out the questionnaire. 
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Table 47 shows the numb.er of' years estimated to .complete the program 
by male and female candidates in age-group breakdowns .. 
Table 47o N.umber of' YeJ~-rS Estimated to Complete the Program .. Male and 
Female., Ca~idates. 
Age GrouEs 
Not 
Years- 20-22 30-32 ~0-42 20-52 60-62 Given Total .Per _  c~nt 
0 -1 1 8 5 1 1 0 16 9o41 
1-1/2-2 5 8 7 5 0 0 25 14o79 
2-l/2-3 2 7 6 2 0 1 18 10 .. 65 
3-1/2-4 5 4 2 1 1 2 15 8o87 
4-1/2-5 9 10 ' 4 0 0 0 19 11.,24 
5-1/2--6 0 5 2 2 0 1 10 5 .. 92 
6-1/2 + 0 3 6 1 1 0 11 6.51 
Table 47 shows that the greatest per cent of the people currently 
pursuing the program estimate that it will take them f'rom one and one 
half' to two years to cb~lete the programo The numbeT of' years esti-
mated extends f'rom one year to more than six years.. The smallest per 
cent indicated that they would probably complete the program in f'ive and 
one half' to six yearso It is also interesting to note that a g~eater 
percentage of' candidates estimated that they would complete the ~rogram 
in one year, than said that they would complete it in six years or more., 
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Table 48 shows the number of' years estimated to complete .the program 
by male candidates in age-group bre~downs .. 
Table .48. ,.NumPer of' Years Estimated to Complete the Programo Male. 
Candidates .. 
Age Groups 
Not 
Years 20-29 30-39 ~0-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
0 -1 
l-l/2-2 
2-l/2-3 
3-l/2-4 
4-l/2-5 
5-1/2-6 
6-l/2 + 
l 
4 
2 
5 
4 
0 
0 
5 
6 
3 
4 
6 
5 
3 
2 
4 
3 
0 
2 
l 
5 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
l 
0 
8 
14 
10 
ll 
12 
7 
8 
7 .. 21 
12o6l 
9.01 
9 .. 91 
10o8l 
6o3l 
7o2l 
. i 
Table 48 shows that the greatest per cent of' .male cahdida~~s esti-
mated that it would take them one and one half' years to complete the 
programo The smallest per cent indicat~d that it would take tpem f'ive 
and one half' to six years to complete the programo .Identical per cents 
of' 7 .. 21 were obtained for those who stated. that it would take them one 
year and those who f'elt that it would take them more than six and one 
half' yearso The estimated numb~r of' years extended f'rom one year to 
more th~n six and one half years .. 
. . . . .. . ····-· 
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Table 49 shows the .number of y-ears estimated to complete the program 
by female candidates in age-group bre~downso 
Table 49., Numper of Years Estimated to Complete the Program., Femaleo 
Candidate so 
Age GrouEs 
Not 
Years 20-22 ~0-~2 40-42 20-52 60-62 Given Total. Per Cent 
l-l-l/2 0 3 3 l l 0 8 l3o79 
l-l/2-2 l 2 3 5 0 0 ll l8o96 
2-l/2-3 0 4 3 0 0 l 8 l3o79 
3-l/2-4 0 0 2 1 1 0 4 .6o90 
4-l/2-5 l 4 2 0 0 0 7 lgo07 
5-l/2-6 0 0 l 2 0 0 3 5".17 
6-l/2 + 0 0 l l l 0 3 5ol7 
Table 49 shows that the greates t percentage of female candidates 
currently pursuing the program estimated t hat they would compl:te it in 
one and one half to two yearso A smaller percentage indicated that it 
would take them from five and one half t o six years or more than six 
years to complete the programo Then the estimated numberc of years 
ranged from one year to more than six years~ However, a much greater 
percentage of the female candidates stated t hat they would probably 
finish the program in one year, than estimated that it would take them 
more than six yearso 
J 
e 
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Table 50 shows tl;l.e number of years taken to complete the program 
by male and female gr~duates. 
,. 
it 
Table 50. . Number of Years Taken to Complete 
th~ Programo Male -and Female .. 
Gr~duates,., 
Years Total Per Cent 
l ll 9.42 
2 26 22.22 
3 40 34.11 
4 19 16.,22 
5 7 5 .. 98 
6 5 4 .. 35 
7 + 6 5.,13 
Table 50 shows that the greatest per . cent of graduates 
took them three years to complete the CoA4.G.,S .. program. 
stated that 
The smallest 
per cent completed the program in six years., It is interesting to note 
that a greater percentage of the people completed the program in one year 
than completed it in seven years.. The number of years taken to complete 
the program extended from one year through more than seven years .. 
Table 51 shows the number of years taken to complete the program 
by male graduates. 
Table 51. Number o-f Years Taken ~o Complete 
the Pr.ogramo Male o Graduates 
Years Total Per Cent 
l 4 5 .. 80 
2 16 23 .. 19 
3 26 37 .. 68 
4 ll 15 .. 94 
5 7 9.42 
6 1 1 .. 45 
7 + 3 4 .. 35 
Table 51 shows .that _ the .greatest per cent .ot' .male , . ,gr.aduates com-
pleted the program . in .:three year.so There was only _one .per.soi;J. who took 
six years to complete the . . program and ... anly 4.35 per cent. of the male 
graduates required. more than seven years to .c.amplete . the progr~m. There-
fore, almost three foUrths of the .male graduates took from two to four 
years to complete the :program.. 
Table 52 shows the number of years. taken to complete .the program 
by female graduates. 
Table 52. Number of Years Taken to Complete 
the Progx.am., Female. Gra.quates. 
Years Total Per Cent 
1 7 14.57 
2 10 20.71 
3 14 29.17 
4 8 16.67 
5 0 oOO 
6 4 8.33 
7 + 3 6.25 
Table 52 shows that the greatest per cent of female graduates com-
pleted the program in three yearso The next largest per cent of female 
graduates indicated that it took them two years to complete the program. 
Only 6.25 per cent of the people took more than seven years to complete 
.the program, and a fairly high percentage of the graduates completed 
the program in o~e year. 
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Table 53 shows the suitability of the .program for the .male and fe-
male canr;lidates combined, in .age.-.group br~(3kdowns. 
Table 53. Suitability of Program.t .... Mala .and. Female. Candidates. 
A~e-Grou;es 
Not 
Comment 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 .60,..69 Give.n .. Total Per Cent 
I 
Very Well 9 14 20 9 2 3 57 33.72 
Rather Well 9 25 18 3 0 1 56 33.13 
Somewhat 3 12 8 3 0 1 27 15.97 
Not at All 0 3 5 1 0 1 10 5.92 
' Table 53 shows that the greatest per cent of the candidates1 consider 
that the program is suiting their needs and objectives very well. An al-
most identical per cent indicated that the program was serving them rather 
well. Only a very small percentage of the candidates stated that the 
program is serving them not at allo 
In addition, it is interesting to note that there were 19 pepple who 
did not answer this question, and the greatest number of people who con-
sidered that the program was suit ing them very well or rather well were 
between the ages of thirty and fifty. 
Table 54 shows the suitabili~y of the program for the female can-
didates in age-group bre~kdownso 
Table 54. Suitability of Programo Femaleo Candidates. 
A;t.e..,;GfouEs 
Not 
Comment 20-29 30-39 ~0-49 50-59 60-69 Given Total Per Cent 
' 
Very Well 1 3 7 6 2 2 21 36.21 
Rather Well 0 7 8 3 0 0 18 31.03 
Somewhat 0 3 3 2 0 0 8 13.79 
Not at All 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 3.45 
Table 54 shows .that . the .~.greatest per ce.nt of t he ... female c~pdidates 
consider that the program . is . suit ing their needs and. objectives very 
well. A slightly .smaller percentage indicated. that they felt that the . 
p-rogram -was satisfying them r ather wello Only 3 .. 45 per cent of these 
female candidates stated that they did not feel that the pro~am was 
serving their obj~ctives. 
Table 55 shows the suitabilit y of .the program for _the male cap.d·idates 
in age~group breakdowns. 
Table 55. Suitability of the Program. Mal.ao .Qandidates .. 
A~e-GrouEs 
Not 
Comment 20-22 30-~2 40-49 50-59 60-62 Given Total Per Cent 
Very Well 8 11 13 3 0 l. 36 32.43 
Rather Well 9 18 10 0 0 J_ 38 34.23 
Somewhat 3 9 5 1 0 1 19 15.97 
Not at All 0 3 4 0 0 t 8 5.92 
Table 55 shows th~t the greatest per cent of male cand_id~tes con-
sidered that the program is suit ing the i r needs rather well. About 
two per cent less than this indicated that the program is serving their 
needs and objectives very well. Only a very small per cent of the male 
candidates stated that the progr am i s not serving them at all .. 
(. 
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Table 56 shows the suitability of t he program f or the male and fe-
male graduates combined. 
Table 56. Suitability of Program., Male 
and Female. Graduates. 
Cotmnent Total Per Cent 
Very Well 63 53o85 
~ather Well 34 29.06 
Somewhat 17 14 .. 53 
Not at All 3 2.56 
Table 56 shows that a large percentage of the graduates felt that 
the program had served t heir needs and objectives very well. The per: cent 
who stated that it had served them rather well was decidedly less. Only 
2.56 per cent indicated that the program had not suited them at all. 
Table 57 shows the suitability of the program for male gr11duates. 
Table 57. Suitability of Program. Male. 
Graduates o 
Comment Total 
Very Well 
Rather -Well 
Somewhat 
Not at All 
39 
19 
10 
1 
Per Cent 
56o52 
27.54 
14 .. 49 
1.45 
Table 57 shows that a great per cent of the male graduates felt that 
the program had served their needs and objectives very well. Only 1.45 
per cent stated that it had not suit ed t hem at all. 
Table 58 shows t he suit abili t y o:f t he pr ogram for t~ female 
gr~duates. 
Table 58., Sui tabili. t y o:f Program., Female. 
Gr e,duat e s ., 
··=============== 
Comment 
Very Well 
Rather Well 
Somewhat 
Not at All 
Tot a l 
24 
15 
7 
2 
Per Cent 
50o00 
31..25 
l4o58 . 
4 .. 17 
Table 58 shows that t he greatest per cent of female .graduates in-
dicated that the program had served t he ir needs and _objectives very 
well. A fairly high per cent s t a t ed t hat it had suited them rather well. 
Only 4.17 per cent consider ed t hat the pr ogram had not satisfied them 
at all. 
-e 
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Table 59 -.gives evaluations of various·-.aspects- of 'the Certificate of Advanced Graduate 
Specialization program by male and female active can4idates. 
Table 59. Evaluation of the Present ProgrBJJr; :Male_ and-:F-emale. Cand±da.res-. 
Type of 
Service 
Males 
Number Per Cent 
A NSI NMI A NSI 
Females 
Number ,- Per Cent 
-NMI A NSI NMI A NSI 
Totals 
Number Per Cent 
NMI A NSI NMI A NSI NMI 
Registration 74 21 7 66.67 18.92 6.31 43 8 1 74.14 13.79 1.72 117 29- 8 69.~3 17.16 4.73 
Adv.i:s-ory ser-
vi~e 
CourBe ·· offer-
ings 
Size of. 
classes 
60 26 li+ 54.05 23~2 12.61 37 11 
·58 - 32 9 52.25 28.o83 -B.ll 29 22 
66- ~ 23 1159-.46 20.72 9•9l 34 12 
5 63.79 18;.97 -8.62 91 31 19 57.40(21.~9 11.24 
' 
2 5o.oo- 37.93 3.1+5 - 87 54 11 51.48 31.95 6.51 
3 58~62 20.69 . 5.17 lOO 35 14 59·-17.20.{1 8.28 
Placetner;lt -44 - 14 - 11 39.64 12.61 9.91 20 5 - 4 34.-4:8 -8e62 6.90 64 19 19 37•87 ll.24 11.24 -
-services 
LibrBXf 
serVi-ces -
Time- of 
classes 
Quality' of 
t~aching 
85 12 
87 14 
75 22 
t)6 -l3 
3 ?6 .• 58 .10.81 _ 2.70 -40 10 2 68.97 17.24 3·45 125 22 5 73.96 -13.92 2.96 
0 78.38 12.61 0 39 9 L67 .24 .l5~ 52 1. 72 126 23 1 74.56 .13.pl .59 
3 67.57 19.82 2. 70 4o 10 _ o 68.97 17.24 .o.no 115 32 3 6.8.os 18.93 1.76 
9 59.46 11.71 8 .. 11 24 8 11 41.-38 13.79 18.97 90 21 20 53.25 12.43 11.83 . Physical fa-
cilities 
(specify) 
Arrangements 82 15 3 73.87 13.5:1: 2..70 44 3 2 75.86 5.17 3.45 126 18 5 74.56 10.65 2.96 
§A = adequate NSI = needs some improvement NMI = needs major imptovement 
0\ 
o:> 
Table 59 shows that in· general, ·. both .:male ·and ·fe·male . active can-
.did.ates considered the vari ous -aspects of the C.,A.,G.,So ·.program to ·be adequate., 
There was als.a general consistency as to desires for ·some :improveme.nt in 
course offerings, advisory serrtce and size of' classeso Aspects co;nsidered 
by both to need major . imprev:ement were plaeement; ·advisory service ej:nd 
physica! facilitieso Males also included reg ist-ra tion and. size of classes 
in this category, while females l i sted librar y services and arrangement~ .. 
e e 
Table 60 gives evalua.tions . of . various ~aqpects -of the Certificate -of Advanced Graduate 
Specialization program by male and female gr~duates. 
Table 60. Evaluation of the Present .Program., -· Mal.e and .Fema.J.e. Graduates., 
Males Females Totals 
Type -of Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Service A NSI NMI A NSI NMI ANSI NMI A ! NSI NMI A NSI NMI A NSI NMI 
Registration. . 56 10 3 81.16 14.4-9 ' 4-.35 34 9 3 70.83 18.. 75 6.25 90 -19 c . 6 76.92 16.24 5.13 
Advisory 36 26 7 52.73 37.68.lO.l4 34 10 3 70.81 20.83 6.25 7036 1-0 59.83 30.77 8.55 
service 
Course 43 21 5 62.32 30.43 7.25 21 22 4 43.75 45.83 ~8.33 64 43 9 54.70 36.75 7.69 
offerings I 
Size of · 46 14 8 66.66 20.29 11.59 38 5 4 79.17 l0.42 8.33 84 l9 l2 71.79 16.~4 10.26 
classes 
Placement 26 l2 8 37.68 17.39 ll.59 15 2 2 31.25 4.l7 4.l7 41 14 10 3.5.04 ll.9,7 8.55 
serVices 
Library 57 7 5 82.61 10.14 7.25 34 11 0 70.83 22.92 - o ... oo 91 18 5 77.78 ~5.~8 4.27 
serVices 
Time -of 62 6 0 89.86 8.70 o.oo 37 7 1 77.08 l4.58 2.08 99 .13 1 84.62 11.;11 .85 
classes 
~lity of 49 15 3 71.01 2h74 . -4.35 34 . 9 3 (0~.83 18.. 75 6.25 83 24 6 70o94 20.51 5.13 
t~aching'-
Physical fa- 37 17 5 53.62 24.64 7.25 24 7 5 50.00 14.58 _10 .. 42 61 24 10 52.14 20.51 8.55 
cilities 
(specify) 
Assignments 55 10 2 79-71 14.49 2.90 35 8 1 72.92 16.67 2.08 90 18 3 76.92 15.38 2.56 
§ A = adeq_uate NSI = needs some improvement NMI = needs major imptovement 
-.,J 
0 
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Table 60 shows that ·in general,- both.;:ma:le and :female. :graciuates con-
sidere·d ·the various as.peets of the C.A.G.S • . progra:m -';t.o .·be .adequate. 
There was also .gene·ral consistency as to des.ires, ·f'or s.one ·improvements 
in course offerings., .advisory service; size of c~asses ;o<_:phy.sical facil-
ities and quality of te-aching:. Aspects considered. by both to need major 
improvement were size of classe·s, physical f'ac.:j:li ties . and . plJl.cement. 
Males also included advisory service in this c~tegory. 
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- Table 61 shows· the aspects of' Registration -which candidates and 
. graduates considered .. as inarlequate and .also cout!fins improve:me,nts sug-
gested by them. The total number of respondents was 24. 
Table 61. Stumna:ry uf' Criticisms and Suggestions Regarding Registration. 
Candida tet~ and Graduates.. -
Criticisms 
Too crowded 
Too time consuming 
Lacks organization 
~nsuff'icient information 
Too many forms 
. Number 
~ 
17 
ll 
4 
6 
. Suggestions Number 
:Regist.er by .mail 8 
Night registr~tion 2 
.Longer hours for Bursar -3 
Priority for graduate 1 
students 
Centralized. registration 5 
Master file for Regis- 3 
tration f .orms - to 
avoid filling out dupli-
cate forms each seJ;tester 
More _.staff 2 
Table 61 shows the aspects of Registration which candidates and 
graduates considered to be inadequate and lists improvements su~ested 
by the~ The main criticisms were that Registration was too crowded and 
that it lacked organization. Registration by mail and centralized regis-
tration were the more prevalent suggestions.. Centralized registration 
·' was suggested to avoid t¥o pro~lems -- that of having to travel to the 
different colleges to register, and that of having to pay the Bursar in 
Hayden Hall., 
Table 62 is concerned with . the Advisory Serv·ice and .lists inade-
quacies and improvements .all$Sested by Candidates and Gr.adu.at~s. The 
total number of respondents was 66g 
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Table 62. · Summary of Criticisms and ImProvements Concerning the Advisory 
Service. J:la.ndida.tes .. .and . G~uates., 
Criticisms Number 
Inavailabili ty of' ~d:visor 33 
Too .many advi-eees assigned 28 
to each advisor 
No notif'ication of change of 1 
.ad. visor 
Conflicting a:dvice a:nd decisions 1 
of advisors 
Disinterested advisors '3 
Suggestions Number 
Special advisors fot 1 
. .. graduate studeJ+tS only 
Advisors have . lllQr~ infer- 2 
mation regaxd..ing . state . 
certificate requirements 
Have regular.ly scheduled 4 
appointments 
Provide more advice and 4 
guidance 
Immediate appointment of 3 
a new advisor, ~hould 
present one leave 
Table 62 shows the inadequacies and improvements su£gested by Can-
didates and Graduates with regard to the Advisory Service., The inavail-
ability of an advisor and too many advisees assigned to each advisor were 
the most frequent_complaints, numbering 33 and 28 respectively., Sug-
gestions were more evenly distributed, with regularly scheduled appoint-
ments and more advice and guidance leadi ng the list., The criticism of 
no notification of a change of advisor and the suggestion for i~ediate 
appointment of a new advisor were referring to the departure of one 
particular ~dvisor., 
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Table . 63 shows the, i'l'J.Sd:e:quac:ies .. and·.:±mprovemen.ts .sugge:sted by Can-
didates and .Graduates with regard to the Course Offerings. ~ total 
number of respondents was 69. 
Table 63. Summary of Cr.it·icisms and· !mp:rovements Concerning the Course 
Offerings.. Candidates and Gr~dua.tes. 
Criticisms Number 
Course restrictions 12 
Lack of yariety_, both s:ummer 
I 
. and re.gular terms ~9 
Course content poor, :repeti- 20 
tiou,s, ~nd not applicable 
to the title 
Too much overlapping of courses 7 
No published listing of required l 
C.A.G.s. courses 
Suggestions Number 
Less research. 5 
More m~thaQ.s 10 
More variety in Social 4 
Studies · courses 
Mo:r~administration 9 
courses 
More pract~cal cours,s 12 
More Harvard-Boston Uni~ 4 
versity extension 
courses 
A course in Massachusetts 2 
school law 
Special C.A.G • .S. courses 2 
More field work 2 
Additional su~gestions 15 
-. by one person each were: 
Fewer methods; All 
courses of'fered every 
year; All c..A.G .. $. can-
didates required to take 
Administration course; A 
graduate program in Indus-
trial Arts; More cultural 
courses; More Bus-i,ness Edu-
cation courses; Credit for 
courses for coaches; physi-
ca~ directors and atpletic 
directors; Courses scheduled 
alternating .~vening and af-
ternoon each semest~r; 
Courses in:colleg~ teaching 
and personnel;exceptional 
child;the psychology of 
reading difficulties; ad-
vanced statistics,student 
personnel services, and more 
content courses. 
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Table 6 3. sU!l'llDBiTi ze:s the .:inadequaci es· ·camL'i:m:pr-o:mments sugge st€;f<l by 
Candidates . and. .. Graduates with .~.egand to C-ourse Off'er±ngs.., Lack: of: variety, 
poor content, and .course restrictions .;.:w:erethe.,.ma.Jor complaints, nmpber-
ing 29,20, and 12 respectively.. The .suggestions reflected ... many personal 
desires, but there were ·a few repeated by more than one person. Of these, 
more practical courses and more methods head the list with 12 and 10 re-
spectively. 
Table 64 is conc.erned with the Size of ·classes and list~ inade-
quacies and improvements .~uggested by Candidates and Graduates. Total 
. . '• 
' , ... 
number of respondents was 64. 
Table 64. Summary of: Criticisms and l:Qlprovements Concerning the Size of 
Classes. Candidates and Gr~duates. 
Criticisms 
Too large 
Too little personal contact 
Number 
53 
11 
Suggestions Number 
Separate graduate and 1 
undergraduate students 
More sections 2 
Table 64 shows the inadequacies and improvements suggested· by Can-
didates and Graduates with regard to the Size of Classes •. More respon-
dents complained about the classes being too large than about any other 
single item. Fi~ty-three c~iticized the classes as being too large and 
eleven cited too little personal contact as a drawback. In ,::;pite of 
the fact that so many complained about the size of the classes, only 
three made any suggestions as to how to alleviate the situatipn: One 
proposed the separation of graduate and undergraduate students and two 
others recommended more sections. 
Table 65- summarizes the .aspects of Placement Services .:wl:j,ich Can-
didates and Graduates considered as inadequate, and als.o includes im-
provements suggested by them. The total number of respondents was 41. 
Table 65. Summary of Criticism and Improve~nts Concerning the Place-
ment Service. Candidates and G~aduates· . 
Criticisms 
Does not operate until 
.graduation 
Too inactive 
Plays favorites 
Too much red tape 
Not active enough in the 
field of Administration 
Number 
4 
29 
3 
4 
1 
Suggestions. Number 
Greater circulation .of 7 
opportunities 
Greater interest in can- 2 
didates 
More personnel 3 
Re:ma.in open all. day l 
Saturday 
Reciprocal ... arrangements 1 
with other Universities 
i 
Table 65 shows t_e,e inadeql,lB.cies and improvements suggested' by Can-
didates and Graduates with regard to the Placement Serviceo The great 
majority of criticisms (29) were that the service is too inactive. The 
claim that the service does not operate until graduation indicates a 
lack of information on the part of the respondentso Greater circulation 
of opportunities was the mqst frequent suggestion (7), followed by more 
personpel (3). 
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Table 66 is concerned . with the Library Services · and lists in-
adequacies and improvemen.ts-.. suggested by :Candidates and Graduat~s. The 
total number of respondents was 31. 
Table 6~. Summary· of Criticism and Improvements Concerning the Library 
Service. Candidates .and ., Gril.duates • 
Critic isms Nwnber 
' 
Too few copies of books 21 
Too little variety of books . 2 
Limited reference materials 7 
Understaffed 1 
. Sugge·stions ··: Number 
Well lighted study 2 
cubicles 
General card for all 1 
G:reater Boston 
Libraries. 
Facilities for students 1 
coming once or twice 
each week 
Open earlier Saturdays 1 
Central card c~talog for 1 
all University li-
braries 
Extended borrowtng.time 1 
for .graduate stu~ts 
Soundproof walls and . 1 
ceiling 
Table 66 lists the inadequacies and improvements suggested~ by Can-
didates and Graduates with regard to the Library Service. All but three 
criticisms were that there .are too few copies of books in the library. 
Suggestions were limited and ranged from physical improvement to special 
privileges for graduate students. 
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Table 67 sunnnarizes the critici.sms ... and:· improvements .aug~sted by 
Candidates an.d .. Grad.ua:tes with regard to the Time of Classe-s o T):le total 
number of respondents was 36. 
Table 67. SlllliDlB.ry of Criticisms and Improvements Concerning the Time of 
Classes~ Candidates. and Gr.'p.duatea, 
Criticisms . 
Late afternoon plasses 
scheduled· too early 
Evening classes scheduled 
too early 
Conflicting schedules (de- . 
sired courses given at 
the same time). 
N:un:iber 
l5 
6 
5 
Suggestions . Number 
Courses last 1-1/2 hours 1 
in late afternoon and 
evening 
Ni~ht classes in Inter- 1 
· session 
More Saturday classes 2 
Early afternoon class~s 1 
Classes more frequently 3 
scheduled 
Table 67 shows the aspi?G~S of t:t).e scheduling of . classes which 
Candidates and Graduates considered to be inadequate and lists improve -
ments suggested by them. More than . half criticized the early scb,eduling 
of late afternoon classes, the chief concern being difficulty i n travelling 
from the place of occupation to Boston University in time to meet the 
late afternoon classeso Suggested improverrents were more frequent sched-
uling of .classes and more Saturday classeso 
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' ' Table 68 is concerned .with the Quality .of' Tea:.ehing ... and ~upnnarizes 
inadequacies and .. improvements s~gested by Candidates and Gr13-duates. 
The total number of respondents was 42. 
Table 68. Summary of Criticisms and Improvements Concerning the Quality 
of .Teaching. -candidates and. Graduates. 
--··====================r==== 
-Criticisms 
Lack of preparation 
Imposed .grouping 
Poor correlation between 
content and practice 
Unqualtf'ied 
Uninspired 
Not enough lecturing 
Speech not distinct 
Lectures too general 
Material not up to date 
Number 
7 
4 
3 
l3 
3 
5 
3 
l 
3 
SUf,CWStions.. 
Teachers with more 
field. experience 
No substitute teachers 
More discussion 
Guest lecturers 
(authorities) 
Number 
2 
l 
7 
l 
Table 68 lists th~ inadequacies and improvements suggested by Can-
didates and Qraduates with regard to the Quality of Teaching. The major 
criticism was against unqualified professors, both full and part time 
(13), with Lack of Preparation (7) following., The category Imposed 
Grouping refers to the practice of arbitrarily dividing the class into 
work groups and forcing students to work in groups in which they have 
no desire to be. There were four complaints of this technique. Although 
there were no criticisms of a lack of discussion, the major s~gestion 
was to have more discuss~on (7)e 
·e 
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Table 69 sUliiillarizes the criti c:i.:sms. and. improvements sug~ested by 
Candidates and Graduates with .regard to the Physical Facilitieq of the 
School of Education at Boston Universityo The total number of' respon-
dents was 57 .. 
Table 69., Summary of Critic isms and Improvements Concerning tpe Physical 
Facilities of the School of Education at Boston University., 
Candidates andGr~duateso 
Criticisms 
Rooms too small 
Inadequate ventilation 
Poor ppysical -education 
facilities 
Poor food 
Poor parking facilities 
Classrooms unattractive 
Poor .lighting 
Noisy dormitory 
Narrow stairs 
Poor -clinical facilities 
Number 
18 
11 
5 
1 
11 
2 
5 
1 
1 
2 
Suggestions Number 
Air conditioning 1 
Elevators 5 
Larger Library 5 
Waiting rooms for Advisees 1' 
Bet ter study-areas 1 
More audio-visual facj.lities 
in each classroom 1 
More science equipment 1 
Table 69 shows the aspects of' the Physical Facilities which Can-
didates and Graduates considered to be inadequate and lists improve-
ments suggested by themo Classrooms too small was the primary criticism 
(18), with poor parking facilities and inadequate ventilation following 
.~ • I 
with eleven complaints about each .. The ·major suggestions ~ere for a 
larger library and for elevatorso 
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Table 70 is concerned with Assignments and :·summarizes ina:deq_uacies 
and improveme-nts suggested by Candidates and Graduates. The tot13-l number 
of respondents was 37. 
Table. 70. Summary of Criticisms and Improvements Concerning Assignments. 
Candidates and Graduates., 
Criticisms Number 
Too long. 8 
Vague,unmeaningful ''busy rrork" 16 
Too stereotyped 5 
Not enough challenge 5 
Not .geared to individual needs 2 
Term:papers used as substitutes 
for finals 1 
Suggestions 
Correlations between 
assignments 
All .assignments given at 
beginning of courses 
Uniform grading standar~s 
Number 
2 
1 
1 
Table 70 lists the inadequacies and improvements suggested; by Can-
didates and Graduates with regard to.Assig:qments; The majority criti-
cized those which were vague, unmeaningful, or "busy work"; with assign-
-
ments which were too long, too stereotyped, or not enough challenge fol-
lo}ling in that order., Suggestions, again, were few, with two proposing 
more correlation between assignments~ One each .suggested that all as-
signments be given at the beginning of courses and that there be set up 
a uniform standard of grading. 
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Table 71 -e~umerates ·additional ~comnents, by. . both Candidates and 
Graduates, regaxding the Certificate of Ad:w.nc:e:d .. Graduate .. Specif}liza-
tion program at -Boston University. Total number of' res.pondents was 17. 
Table 71. '· Additional Comments Regarding the Certificate of' Advanced 
Graduate Study Program at Boston University. Candidates 
and Graduates • 
.... .... ====================+====== 
.. . :~c=r=.i~t=i=c=i=s~m=s~-------------------N~um~b=e=r~---S~pgm~.e~s~t=i~o=n=s~--------~---N~uro~b~e~r 
Too . much cheating 
Experie:nce requirements for 
candidates too lpw 
Bulletin in:f'orroat·ion is very 
inadeq~te in statement 
of' tra;nsf'erabili ty of' 
credits · toward an EdD 
Too" many prof'-e·ssors ;;u.nawa:re 
o:f C.A.G.S. program-and 
its students 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Do not use same test every 2 
year and ., check on 
copying of papers 
Set a time limit for com- 2 
pletion of' the program 
Replace Q.A.G.s. with more 5 
meaningful name 
A thesis in lieu of' com- 1 
prehensive 
More independent research 2 
f'or _candidates in the 
c:.A.G.s. program 
Institute free cut system 1 
for students 
Table 71 lists additional comments, by both Candidates an'd Gradu-
ates, regarding the c.A.G.s. program at Boston University. In the 
majority were criticisms of too much cheating and too low exyerience 
requirements for candidates. Five people sugg~sted a new name for the 
. 
program, since they felt the present name was not meaningful within it-
self'. 
Table 72 shows- the--number of active candidates w4o prefer Plan A, 
Plan B, or who desire additional information before d~ciding. 
Table 72. Typ~ of Program Preferred. Male and Female. 
Candidates. 
Males Females Totals 
Per Per Per 
Response Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent 
' 
Plan A 33 29.73 23 39.66 56 33.14 
(present 
program) 
Plan B 28 25.23 10 17.24 38 22.49 
(Special Degree -
program) _ 
It depends 38 34.23 19 32.76 57 33.72 
Did not respond 12 10.81 6 10.34 18 10.65 
Table 72 shows that the majority of active female candidates preferred 
the program-they were now following, while the next largest number desired 
additional information before deciding. Among the males, the replies were 
in reverse order. Only 22 per cent of the total male and female active 
candidates preferred a special degree pro~am, and 10 per cent gave no 
answer. 
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Table 73 shGws an analysis of' the conditions and additional inf'or-
mation required to .. make a decision whether to choose Plan A or Plan B 
by male caqdidates. 
Table. 73. Analysis of Conditions and Inf'ormation Required to Make De-
cision. - Male., Candidates., 
Additional . Inf'orma tion. 
lo Would release time b' given? 
2. Would practicumbe in major 
field? 
3. Would .one have· the ppportunity 
to choose location of field 
work, or would it be done with-
in local ·:school 
4. Would there be· fi€ld work at 
the college leve~? 
5. Would teacher ·get full pay for 
his release time? 
6. What type of program would it 
be, and how would it be set up? 
7. Would practieum be a prelimin-
ary study toward a Doctorate 
with credits earned being ap-
plied to that progr~? 
8. Why is field work necessary 
if one already has a position 
and experience? 
·9 . fio:w<much. riOtice, woUl.d .tnere be 
. of .... ahange in program,? . ' 
10 -- What are the advanta.g~q of pian 
Conditions . 
1. "Favorable attitudes and "coopera-
tion of school offici~ls., (2) 
2., Continuation of salary during 
released time. (5) 
3. Reasonable cost .. 
4. Location would require undue ex-
penditure of money. 
5. If there were more freedom in 
course selection, and opportunity 
for specialization based on need 
and interest instead of protocol 
and academic regulations. 
6. If release time were arranged as 
a planned series of visitations. 
7o Program is rather unrealistic 
for married man with children. 
8~ If a specific degree were offered. 
9 .. If state department of Education 
and school departments would of-
ficially recognize the :programo(3) 
10. If it would be possible to meet 
with the committee and discuss 
the program. 
, B? 11., If program could be done in con-
junction with present teaching U... -Wbst degree -would be received'!; 
12...-. What type of f'ield work would 
be required . .and -how would this 
relate to classroow work? 
position. 
12. If practice teaching in prepara~ 
tion for administ~ation were varied 
enough ~o give experience in many 
areas., 
13., If hours wer~ such as to allow one 
to continue working. 
Table 73 shows that the male students would .. desire -more iuf'ormation 
about the type and requirements . of f'ield . work, and the genera+. set up 
and .. specific objectives of the proposed progr.am.. . They would COJ+Sider 
accepting the program if it were recognized . by State Departm:mt of Edu-
catio~, if a _specific degr.ee were offered, if released. time . with pay 
could be .arranged, and if the field work could be set up so that' it would 
-.meet the specific needs and interests of the ca.n.didateso 
§The .numbers in parentheses indicate how .. ma.ny .people ... Jnade the same 
reply., 
Table 74 shows an analysis of the conditions and additional infer-
mation required to make a decision whether to phoose ~lan A or Plan B 
for female ;;:t:andidates. 
Table 74e Analysis of Conditions ~nd Information Required to Make 
Decision. Female. Can~idates .. 
···· ========================== 
Additional Information 
1. The areas of' study to be 
offered 
2• How· 'Il111Ch consideration school 
systems would give PlanB.as 
compared with Plan A. 
· 3 • How can one fit :stu(ly into 
position as :.;reading con$ul-
tantf'or entire school sys-
tem .. 
4., ·How many weeks of releaSed 
time :gee.Ped... ( 2) 
5 .. Would .like .. -~- inf'or:ID.a.tion 
about field work., 
6 .. Would like to know if p~ogram 
ia possible for·part-time 
students., 
7.. More information about Coun-
l!;leling Practicum under-Plan B., 
8~ How would it interfe+e with 
present teaching assignmentZ 
Corditions 
1., If school superintendent 
operate with the plano. 
would co-
(3) 
2., If school beard would willingly 
sanction itwithout loss of pay.,(2) 
3.. If field work were only re~uired 
of those people not actively en-
gaged in their area of specializa-
tion., 
4 .. If one credit were given for every 
five day week in the field. .. 
5 .. If arrang~ments could be :tpade for 
field work in one's own locality .. 
6.. Depends upon future teaching and 
csupervising situation .. 
7 .. That C.,A.,G .. S., would be of mor~ value., 
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.. ing .. more information about the . type and extent of field work, how re-
lease time would be arranged; and how well recognized the new program 
would . be. The .. most frequent conditions . listed were: if school.. . s-q.per-
intendents .would sanction the plan and if the school board would continue 
pay during release time. 
§The number in parenthes_es indicates how many people ,made the same 
comment. 
Table 75 shows the .munber of .graduates who would have preferred a 
Plan B, who were content with Plan A, or who desire additional informa-
tion before ~ciding. 
Table 75. Ty}>e of Program Preferred. Male and Female. Gradu-
ates.· 
Males 
Response 
Per 
Number Cent 
Plan A (present 
prog;ra.ni) 29 42.,03 
Plan B; (Special 
degree prog,-
ram) 23 33.33 
It depends 15 21.74 
Did not respond 2 2.90 
Females 
Per 
Number Cent 
21 43.75 
14 29.17 
12 25.,00 
1 2.08 
Totals 
· Per 
Number Cent 
50 42.74 
37 3lo62 
27 23.08 
3 2.56 
Table 75 shows that the majority of .male .. and female .graduates were 
content with the type of program they followed. 31 per cent would have 
preferred a special degree program, while 22 per cent desired additional 
information before making a decision., Two per cent gave no answer. 
Table 76 shows an .analysis .of' .the cond:i tions and . additional inf'or-
Jnation reqJtired to make a decision whether to choose Plan A or Plan B 
by male gr~duates. 
Table 76. Analysis of' Conditions and Information Required to Make De-
cision. Male. Gr~duates. 
Additional Information Conditions 
1. The number of' ·weeks of' f'ield 
work that would be required. 
2. The area where 'the f'ield work 
is to take place. 
3. :"What_ t he ·:sa:lary arrangement 
with the l-ocal school ~ould be. 
4. What the relationship of' the 
field work to the rest of the 
program. would. be .• 
5o How many schools recognize the 
C.A.G.S. by including the 
initials af'ter the : person's 
name3 
6. How many. colleges. in the 
United States have the C.A.G.S.? 
7. What would some of the im-
provements in Plan A be? 
8 .. Would time of'::f· 'f'rom a non-
school job be allowed? 
1. If a feasible arranged ti~ can 
be -made. (4) 
2. If a plan could be devis~d to in-
form the local school committees 
of the meaning of CoAoG.S. 
3. If field work were closely enough 
supervised to be of value. 
4. If' field work were supervised by 
an instructor with suff'icient 
fi.eld experience that he would be 
capable of giving valid criticisms. 
5. H the program offered a ;v.ationally 
recogn,ized degree o ( 5) 
6. If it is possible for one new in 
the field to complete the required 
field experience. 
7. If provisions were made to dispense 
with the practicum if the candidate 
had the experience_ or position to 
make it unnecessary. (3) 
8• If one third to one half' of' the re-
quired thirty hours could be in the 
candidate's major field. 
9. If the program would give greater 
status to successful candidates. 
10. If opportunity for practice in the 
elected field would be availableo 
11.. It depends upon specific requirements 
of fi~ ld worko 
12. If salary from the local s~hool could 
be continued during released time. 
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Table 76 shows that -male . .gr.aduates .:would requir.e .. Jllore information 
about the type, extent, and . place of field w.ork;: the . arr~p.ts for 
release time with pay,. and recognition of the C.AoG..,s. The. most frequent 
conditions .under which it would be accepted are: if .release time with pay 
could be arrange.d, if field work could be planned . to meet the .f3peGific 
needs. of candidates, and if a degree instead of a certificate were given. 
Table 77 shows an analysis of the conditions and additional infer-
. "mat ion . required to .make a decision whether to choose Plan A or Plan B by 
fe~l-e ,graduates. 
Table 77. Analysis of Conditio~s and Information Required to Make De-
cision. Female. Gr~duates. 
Additional Information 
l. If· the · credit ea.rnep. in the 
progr.am could be applied· to 
· the .. Doctorate program 
2. Coulu ·i'ield work be done in 
one ·' s own classroom? 
3. Where- would field work take 
place? 
-4. Wou.ld·a ·te:rm paper, rese~rch 
work or a thes-is be require¢1? 
5. Would flan B· ·decrease or ex-
tend the time· ne·eded to com ... 
plete the. C.A.G.s. Program? 
6. Would field work be an in-
dividual or group program? 
Conditions 
l. If C.A.G.s. is not considered a 
terminal programr. 
2. If supervised teaching wer, only 
required of a person without full-
time position or experience. 
3. If the title of the certificate 
could be changed (many public school 
systems refuse to recognize the 
c .• A.a .• s. ). 
4. If released time from the local 
school could be arranged .. 
5. If more cities would give additional 
pay to those who have completed the 
C ~A.G. s. Program'i.. · 
6. If sal~ry were continued during re-
leased time. 
7. If field experience were completely 
different from one's regUlar teach-
ing position: 
8 •. If -the program would satisfy one's 
specific needs and objectives 
9• If 20G hours for certifiQation in 
American-SP9ech and Hearing Associa-
tion could be arranged with school 
officials. 
10. If a better arrangement with industry 
(state and private agencies) could be 
made. 
Table 77 shows that · female ,,gr.a.d:uates .. would,. require :more information 
.about the .t ·ype ;· :place,. and. extent of field . work; -whether a. -term pl:j.per 
would be requi.red1 . and . if cre.di t . could. be .applied to a Doctorate :Program. 
Frequent conditi.ons required .for ac.cepting_ the .program were: if progra.m 
could be arranged . to .. meet the individuaL needs of the_ candidp.tes, if 
C._A.G.,S. could become . .more re.congized., and if salary during released time 
could. be arra.nge.d.. 
Table 78 shows the number of active candidates who would ·be willing 
to meet with the faculty to discuss possible . .modifications or improve-
ments of the present Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization .Program. 
Tab-le 78., Willingness to Discus~ Problem with Faculty. 
Male and Female., Candidateso 
Males 
Responses 
Per 
Number Cent 
Yes 66 
No 31 
Did not respond 14 
59 .. 46 
27 .. 93 
12.,61 
Females 
Per 
Number Cent 
31 
20 
7 
53 .. 45 
34.48 
1~ .. 06 
Totals 
Per 
Number Cent 
97 57.39 
51 30.18 
21 12 .. 43 
Table 78 shows that among active candi~tes, 59 per cent of the 
males and 53 per cent of the females would be willing to meet with the 
faculty to discuss ~possible improvements or modifications of the present 
C.A.G.S. ~rogram., 
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Table f{9 -shows the number of graduates who :would be willi~ to 
meet with the faculty to discuss possible .. .modifications or improvements 
of the present Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization ;Program. 
4f'able 79. Willingness to Diseuss Problem with Faculty. 
Male and .Female Gr~duates .• 
Males Females Totals 
Per Per Per 
Responses Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent 
! 
Yes 47 68.12 35 72 .. 92 82 70 .. 09 
No 19 27.54 10 20.83 29 24 .. 79 
Dia not respond 3 4.35 3 6.25 6 5 .. 12 
Table 79 shows that among graduates, 68 per cent of the males and 
72 per cent of the females would be willing to meet with the faculty to 
discuss possible improvements or modifications of the present c.A.G.,S. 
program. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
SUMMARY OF DATA. 
In this study, responses to questionnaires sent to students and 
graduates of the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization pro-
gram have been analyzed. A summary of this analysis follows: 
1. The information gathered indicated that of the 169 respondents 
active in the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization program, 
t he ratio between males and females was 2 to 1. The largest single 
age bracket for the former was from 30 to 39, while that for the lat-
ter ranged from 40 to 49. In the graduate respondents group there 
·Here 20 per cent more males than females. 
2. Among both active candidates and graduates, the greatest per-
centage of positions held were those of Classroom Teachers at the secon-
dary level. For further breakdowns, the majority of specific positions 
fell in the area of English and Business for the former, and Social 
Studies, Mathematics and Business Education for the latter. For the 
active candidates, Guidance Counselors or Directors followed closely in 
positions held, while among the graduates, elementary school Classroom 
Teachers and Principals ran second. 
3. As to status of active candidates, over half expected to complete 
the program within five years, while only seven per cent had decided to 
discontinue their study. Among graduates, the greatest percentage stated 
that it took them three years to complete the program. 
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4. Major objectives in pursuing the program among both active can-
didates and graduates vrere those of' sell-betterment, preparation f'or 
specif'ic position and preparation f'or the doctorate. In respect to pre~-
aration f'or specif'ic positions, superintendencies and principalships 
ranked highest. 
5. The matriculation span of' active candidates was approximately ll 
years, with the greatest percentage f'alling within the years 195 1~ to 
1956. Among the graduates, the span \vas 10 years. The greatest percen-
tage of' graduates matriculated between the ages of' 35 and 39, lvhile the 
greatest percentage of' matriculations were in 1951 and 1952. 
6. Both active candidates and graduates claimed that the program 
vrell suited their needs and objectives. Both also considered the vari-
ous aspects of' the Certif'icate of' Advanced Graduate Specialization pro-
gram to be generally adequate. Some i mprovement was suggested by both 
f'or course of'f'erings, advisory service and size of' classes. Major im-
provement was desired f'or physical f'acilities and placement. 
7. With respect to the specif'ic categories listed in the question-
naire, the f'ollovring criticisms were the most prevalent. The number of' 
criticisms and suggestions correlate poorly vrith the actual number of' 
respondents. Also, the suggestions f'or improvements of'ten bear little 
relationship to the criticisms. 
Registration 
A. Criticisms -- too time consuming, lacks organization. 
B. Suggestions f'or improvement -- register by mail , cen-
tralized registration. 
Advisory Service 
A. Criticisms 
per advisoJ; 
inavailability of' advisor, too many advisees 
B. Suggestions for improvement -- regularly scheduled 
appointments, more advice and guidance provided. 
Course Offerings 
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A. Criticisms -- lack of variety in courses and poor content. 
B. Suggestions for i mprovement -- more practical courses, 
more mEthods. 
Size of Classes 
A. Criticism -- too large 
B. Suggestions for improvements -- separate graduate and 
undergraduate students, more sections. 
Placement Services 
A. Criticism -- too inactive. 
B. Suggestions for improvement -- greater circulation of 
opportunities. 
Library Service 
A. Criticism -- too few copies of books. 
B. Suggestions for improvement (limited; ranging from 
physical improvements to special privileges for gradu-
ate students. 
Time of Classes 
A. Criticism -- late afternoon and early evening classes 
scheduled too early. 
B. Suggestion for improvement -- more frequent scheduling of 
classes. 
Quality of Teaching 
A. Criticisms -- unqualified, lack of preparation. 
B. Suggestions for improvement -- more discussion, teachers 
with more field experience. 
Physical Facilities 
A. Criticisms -- rooms too small, poor ventilation, poor 
parking facilities. 
B. Suggestions for improvement -- larger library, elevators. 
Assignments 
A. Criticisms-- vague, unmeaningful, "busy work, 11 too long. 
B. Suggestions for improvement -- correlation between assign-
ments. 
8 . The majority of both active candidates and graduates v1ere found 
to be content with the present program. Those who desired additional in-
formation raised questions concerning type and extent of field work, pos-
sible arrangements for released time ( vli th pay), and recognition of degree 
on a national scale. 
9. Fifty-nine per cent of the active candidates and 68 per cent of the 
graduates stated they would be >villing to meet \·Tith the faculty to dis-
cuss possible improvements or modifications of the present Certificate of 
Advanced Graduate Specialization program. 
.APPENDIX 
C. A. G. S. EVAWATION INQUJRY FORM 
Boston University 
School of Education 
DJRECTIONS: Please place a check mark or appropriate response in the 
space provided for each item. 
PERSONAL DATA: 
l. 
3. 
4. 
Male ( ) Female ( ) 
Present ~osition: 
( ) full time student 
( ) classroom teacher,elementary level 
( ) classroom teacher,secondary level-
area 
( ) principal, elementary school 
( ) principal, secondary school 
( ) supervision - area 
( ) superintendent 
( ) guidance counselor or director 
( ) college personnel worker 
( ) community recreation 
I consider myself at present to be: 
2. Age __ _ 
( ) research or measurement 
( ) exception children - area 
( ) college instructor ----
( ) audio-visual director 
( ) director of curriculum 
( ) 
11Y11 Jr. or Sr. secretary 
( ) corrective therapy 
( ) physio-therapy 
( ) other - be specific 
( ) an active candidate seen to complete the 30 hours. 
( ) an active candidate who vlill complete the requirements vTithin 2-5 yrs. 
( ) an inactive candidate who would like to re-activate his program. 
( ) an inactive candidate - ·not at present,but vTill eventually reactivate. 
( ) an inactive candidate whose name shouilla be removed from the files. 
5. Which of the f~llowing represents yo~major objective in undertaking a 
C.A.G.S. program? 
( ) to prepare for a specific job opportunity-name it 
( ) to qualify better for present position --------------------
( ) preliminary to applying for the doctorate 
( ) to meet requirements of local salary schedule ( ) other - be specific _____________________________________________________________ __ 
6. I matriculated in the C.A.G.S. program (give year) 19 __ , 
7. I now have credits. 
--------------
8 . I believe it vTill take me about years (from the time of matricu-
lation) to complete the C.A.G.S. program. 
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9. The present program is serving my needs and objectives: 
( ) very well ( ) somewhat 
( ) rather well ( ) not at all 
10. Please evaluate the follm~ing aspects of the present program in 
terms of your own experience. 
needs some needs major 
adeg,uate im12rovement im12rovement 
Registration ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Advisory service ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Course offerings ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Size of classes ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Placement services ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Library services ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Time of classes ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Quality of teaching ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Physical facilities ( ) ( ) ( ) 
(specify) 
Assignments ( ) ( ) ( ) 
11. If you have marked any of the above items as needing improvement, 
please specify the nature of the inadequacies. Some suggestions 
for improvement would be helpful to us. (If you need more space 
please use the other side.) 
12. T'.ne C.A.G.S. Committee is considering two types of programs for 
the sixth year. 
Plan A (certificate) would constitute essentially the same program 
with some improvements, as that now being offered. 
Plan B (special degree program) would constitute a new program calling 
for several weeks full-time practicum during the school year, requir-
ing field-work experience in the type of work for which t he student 
is preparing, in addition to related classroom work. The released 
time would be arranged with the cooperation of the local school of-
ficials and the program advisor. 
If S! Plan B offering •-rere set up, I would like to change to t he new 
program: 
( ) yes ( ) no ( ) It depends 
13. If you checked the conditional response of "it depends" please in-
dicate what additional information you would need to kno-vr and what 
conditions you would like before making a decision. 
14. Would you be willing to meet with some member of the c.A.G.S. Com-
mittee or the School of Education faculty to discuss further ways 
and means for improving or modifying the present C.A.G.S. t hirty 
hour offering? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
15. I f responding "yes" with whom would you prefer to talk: 
( ) Dean of the School 
( ) The advisor assigned to you 
( ) Member of the C.A.G.S. Committee 
Specify __________________________ __ 
( ) Regis t.rar 
( ) Some ·other faculty 
member - specify 
16. If you answered "yes" in item 14, will you please supply the follow-
ing information: 
Name _______________________________________________ ___ 
Address 
--------------------------------------------
C. A. G. S. EVALUATION INQUIRY FORM 
Boston University 
School of Education 
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DIRECTIONS: Please place a check mark or appropriate response in the 
space provided for each item. 
PERSONAL DATA: 
1. Male ( ) Female ( ) 
2. Present position: 
( ) full time student 
( ) classroom teacher,elementary level 
( ) classroom teacher,secondary level-
area ____ ~----------~~~~---( ) principal, elementary level 
( ) principal, secondary level 
( ) supervision - area ____________ _ 
( ) superintendent 
( ) guidance counselor or director 
( ) college personnel worker 
( ) co~nunity recreation 
( ) research or measurement 
( ) exceptional children-area 
( ) college instructor ----
( ) audio-visual director 
( ) director of curriculum 
( ) "Y" Jr. or Sr.secretary 
( ) corrective therapy 
( ) physio-therapy 
( ) other - be specific ______ __ 
3. Which of the following represents your major objective in undertaking 
a C.A.G.S. program? 
( ) to prepare for a specific job opportunity - name it. ____________ ___ 
( ) to qualify better for present position 
( ) preliminary to applying for the doctorate 
( ) to meet requirements of local salary schedule ( ) other - be specific ______________________________ __ 
4. I matriculated in the C.A.G.S. program (give year) 19 
---
5. I "'\vas ___ years old at the time I matriculated. 
6. It took me _years to complete the C.A.G.S. program. 
7. The program I pursued did serve my needs and objectives: 
( ) very vTell ( ) somevThat 
( ) rather well ( ) not at all 
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8 . Please evaluate t he following aspects of t he present program in terms 
of your own experience. 
needs some needs major 
ade9.uate i m:12rovement i m:12rovements 
Registration ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Advisory service ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Course offerings ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Size of classes ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Placement services ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Library services ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Time of classes ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Quality of teaching ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Physical facilities ( ) ( ) ( ) 
(specify) 
Assignments ( ) ( ) ( ) 
9. If you have marked any of the above items as needing i mprovement, 
please specify the nature of t he inadequacies. Some suggestions 
for i mprovementswould be helpful to us. (If you need more space 
please use other side.) 
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10. The C.A.G.S. Committ ee is considering t vm types of progran1s for t he 
sixth year. 
Plan A (certificate) would constitute essentially the s ame program 
with some i mproveme nts, as that now being offered. 
Plan B (special degree program) would constitute a new program calling 
for several weeks full-time practicun1 during the school year requir-
ing field-w·ork experi ence in the type of work for which the student 
is preparing, in addi tion to related classroom work. The released 
time would be arranged with the cooperation of t he local school of-
ficials and t he program. advisor. 
I f a Plan B offering had been available, I would have preferred the 
program I pursued. 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) It depends 
11. I f you checked the conditional response or "it depends" p lease in-
dicate what additional information you would need to know and what 
conditions you would like before making a decision. 
12. vlould you 
mittee or 
means for 
offering? 
be vrilling to meet wi t h some member of the c.A.G.S. Com-
t he School of Education faculty to discuss further ways and 
improving or modifying t he present C.A.G.S. t hirty hour 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
13. If responding "yes n with whom 1vould you prefer to talk: 
( ) Dean of the School 
( ) The advisor assigned to you 
( ) Member of t he C.A.G.S. Committee 
( ) Registrar 
( ) Some other faculty 
member - Specify 
14. I f you answered "yes" in Item 14, will you please supply t he follow-
ing information: 
Name 
Address 
----------------------------------
Boston Univers lty 
School of Education 
Library 
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